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AT&T reaches out and touches BSU nursing department
By Larry Purviance

The University News
It ain't just long distance service
anymore- ...
Mega-communications
giant
AT&T cozied up to BSU last week
with a $340,000 equipment grant, a
gift administration officials, politicians, and local hospital personnel
said was critical to BSU's nursing
graduate's continuing competence
in the ever-expanding health care
field.
"I'm convinced that the need for
health professionals will increase
throughout the 20th century," said
BSU President John Keiser. "If we

computers in the health field is one
of the fastest growing fields," said
Keiser. "But the neat thing about
this gift is that this is the result of a
partnership. The state gave us
$90,000 last year, and so this has
been a good partnership."
Idaho Lt. Governor Butch Otter
said the state's portion of the grant
was one ofIdaho's best investments
last year. ,
"We got more bang for the buck
with this than any other expenditure
we made last year," said Otter.
The equipment includes 25 personal computers: an AT&T 3B2
computer, a midrange file server
based on the UNIX operating system; software; several printers and
Starlan, AT&T's local area networking system.
A hospital administrator said the
crushing requirements of government record-keeping makes computer literacy absolutely necessary
for BSU nursing graduates.
'1 will be buying the product that is

.~~~~te?in~J::s~;3~~~e
need that will not be met,"
Keiser, who is on the Board of
Directors at St. Luke's Medical
Center, said the grant was the fruition of it four-year process.
"It's our contention that the use of

produced here," said John Omel,
vice president for human relations
at SL Alphonsus. "We are learning
that the government is requiring
more and more records, and the
demand for transcripts is far outCraig
stripping the supply,"
Gunn
Omel said computer-literacy draAT&T's
matically increases the on-floor efbranch
fectiveness of graduates.
manager
Keiser said this grant was only the
from Salt
latest installment of AT&T's long'Lake
City,
term giving bonanza to BSU.
shows on
"Since we built theSimplotMicron
the capacenter, they have done a variety of
bilities of
things with computer labs," said
the new
Keiser. "We wanted a system that
Health,
would be on the cutting of hospital
Science 5
management. It's something that is
abigresponsetoanaggressiveneed
. computer
network
that will only get greater."
while
The new lab will simulateahospiIdaho's
tal environment, giving students an
Lt. Goveropportunity to work with patient
nor Butch
records, Cat-scans, X-rays and other
,Otter
computerized information.

looks on.

Celebrate the first BSU Women's Week
'.
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Tamara Sandmeyer

The University News
A weeks' worth of events are being planned to celebrate the first
BSU Women's Week. The theme
is "Solidarity Through Diversity,"
and the program will run March 4II.
The month of March is designated
as Women's Awareness Month.
Each year different aspects of
women's lives are accentuate. Their
contributions, accomplishments,
lifestyles, successes, as well as personal aspects such as spirituality.

The special focus of designating
and planning for a week long event
was developed this year by Student
Activities. Maureen Sigler, assistant director of student activities,
was asked to recruit and chair the
committee which put together the
program. Members of the faculty,
administration and student body
were involved in this committee.
Each day; two to five events will
be featured. Highlighting the programs are appearances by performers Nancy Brooks and Rosalie
Sorrels.
"Eleanor Roosevelt" alias Nan
Brooks was developed out of a fascination Brooks has had with "ER"
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not this will become an annual
event," said Rob Meyer, student
activities adviser.
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awareness. Last year they chose to
spend a week on Earth Day events
1$;' c·
which coincided with the 20th anni- If.,....::.. '.'8n."~.:''''''''
versary of Earth Day.
Another
f''-f''''
example of successful week long
t'Si'm"!
programs is the Martin Luther King,
Jr. celebrations.
"Planning and working on a weeklong list of activities is a lot of work
for the staff and students (involved
with Student Activities) but it's
definitely worthwhile. Creating an
added awareness and drawing students into the activities is the purpose and the reward," said former
student activities
intern Jim
McAllister. "Success of an event is
determined by increased student involvement which leads to heightened awareness."
Robyn Jacobs, committee memberofWomen's Week and president
of the student chapter of the YWCA ,
said, "I'm very excited about the.
excellent programs we have been
able to assemble, and I encourage
men and women to attend as many
.of the events as possible. I hope
faculty members will help us get the
word out to students."
·.M.
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ProRosal for Fee
, Increase'
Notice is hereby' given -that a
proposal has been presented to establish a $6 per semester fee for full
fee paying students and 75 cents per
credit hour' fee for part-time students to implement a campuswide
identification card system.
Notice is hereby given that a
proposal has been presented to increase the intramural/recreation fee
to $8 per semester for full-fee paying students and to establish a $1
per credit hour fee for part-time and
summer students.
Notice is hereby given that a
proposal has been presented to increase General Education Fees. The
proposal calIs for increasing the
matriculation fee by 8.1 percent.
For purposes of calculating the undergraduate charge, the cost of
health insurance was deducted. Per
credit hour undergraduate charges
would increase by 4 percent, fulItime graduate fees by 10.3 percent.
The revenue will provide restoration of funding to permissible support service activities which will
enable the university to increase the
proportion of appropriated funds
devoted to general education. The
Statewide Plan for Higher Education stresses and the State Board
policy on student fees affirms the
institutions are to maintain fees at a
level competitive with those of
western peer institutions. The proposal for student fee increases will
provide the support necessary to
partially fund the workload increase
approved by the Board.
All interested persons may sub-

mitoral testimony at the above times
or written testimony before March
14. Anyone wishing' to testify in
person may sign up in advance at
the Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs or at the hearings.
Persons presenting oral testimony
are asked to provide a written copy
of theirtesurnony to the hearing
officer.

YWCA Sponsors
Communication
Workshop
"Communication and Listening"
will be the topic of a mini-workshop taught by BSU Professor Ben
Parker, on Feb. 28 from IO a.m, to
noon at the Boise YWCA, no West
Washington. Lunch will be served
from noon to I p.m., along with
opportunity for a question and answer session.
This workshop is designed for
anyone interested in improving one
oflife's most critical yet often overlooked skills - effective communication. Excellent for increasing
listening efficiency, as well.
Cost of the workshop is $10 for
YWCA members and $15 for nonmembers. Fees include lunch. Please
call 343-3688 to register by Feb. 26.

Annual Historical
Tuesday Begins
The annual Historical Tuesday
in March series at the Idaho Historical Museum begins with a slide
show on "Idaho Women in History" by Betty Penson-Ward on
Tuesday, March 5, 7 p.m.
Ward is a longtime Idaho newspaper woman, beginning in .1934 as

DEBORAH A. MILLS, CPA
Quality Professional Service

OUT-OF-STATE RETURNS
Special BSU Student rate

Tax Preparation

, a cub reporter on the old Boise
Capitol News and serving a long
tenure as an editor and columnist on
theIdahoStatesman.Sheknewpersonally many of the women featured in her presentation and in her
recent book-a monumental work
which introduces over 500 frontier
women. Following the program,
she will be available to autograph
copies of her book, which may be
brought to the program orpurchased
in the Museum Shop. ,
For more information, call Adult
Services at 384-4086.

YWCA Sp.onsors
Benefit Bingo
Attention Early birds, late birds,
singles and seniors. Grab your
daubers, start your engines and head
for Hillcrest Shopping Center.
"Benefit Bingo," the game of the
90's, is here!
Boise's only "Benefit Bingo"
will open its doors with a "Grand
Opening Celebration"
on Fri.,
March I at 5 p.m, There will be free
refreshments and door prizes. Ongoing Benefit Bingo early bird and
evening sessions are scheduled for
Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Fridays and
Saturdays. Matinee games will also
be played on Saturdays. Jackpot
and prizes average $1,000 per session.
Bingo admission is by voluntary
donation. Contributions to Bingo
will also benefit those in need-victims of domestic violence seeking
shelter at the YWCA Women's and
Children's Crisis Center; homeless
men, women and children seeking
refuge at the Harambee Center Day
Shelter; economically disadvantaged men and women seeking assistance with job training and
placement at The Career Center;
and men and women utilizing support groups and YWCA- sponsored
community outreach programs.
Help those in need and come

Apply
NOW
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CD
enter for Manaaement
join the fun at the Grand Opening
evelopment Presents
Celebration of "Benefit B~ng," on '
Programs
March. Iat 5 p.m. at Hillcreast
rmee.workshops
in basic leader.
Shopping Center, the comer of
ship ski!ls for supervisors will be
Overland and Orchard.
offered m March by as U's Center
For more information on "Benfor Management
Development
efit Bingo," call the Boise YWCA
(CMD).
at 343-3688.
~'EffectiveBusinessWriting"will
dISCUSStechnical and mechan'ca1
Timothy Lenoir to
aspec!S Of writing, the impo~ce
Speak
of reviewing and editing and how to
created effective memos,lettersand
Stanford professor Timothy
reports so readers receive the in.
Lenoir, a leading scholar in the phi- te~ded message. The worksho
losophy of science, will conduct a
111 be held from 7·10 p.m, Marc~
seminar for area teachers March 4,
and a public lecture March 5 at
"Getting Employee Commitment
BSU.
to the Plan" will show supervisors
Lenoir will present "Revisions
how to set up clear, specific and
of the Discoveries of Lavoisier," a measurable objectives and what
seminar for science teachers on the steps must be taken to obtain emnature of scientific practice, Mon.,
ployee agreement and commitment
March 4 at 7:30 p.m. in Room 416 to. those objectives. The workshop
of the Education Building. The
be held from 7·10 p.m, March
seminar will focus on how science
changes and what influences those
':Comm~icating with your Boss"
changes. Lavoisier is considered the will explain the techniques of com.
founder of modem chemistry.
mU~lcaung to the needs, problems
Lenoir will give a free public
and mtt:rests of the boss. The worklecture March 6 at 8 p.m., in the shop will be held from 7-10.
SPEC on "The Naturalized History
Cost of each workshop is $45. A
Museum." Lenoir will discuss the special rate of $295 is offered for
role museums play in defining
the seven remaining spring work.
society's vision of nature.
shops.
Lenoir chairs the program in
~I programs are also available
Values, Technology, Science and for in-house presentation at local
Society at Stanford University. He , firms. For a complete listing of inhas received a NATO Postdoctoral
house programs or for more inforFellowship in Science, two National
mation on the professional develScience Foundation research grants,
opment programs, call the CMD at
a Guggenheim Fellowship and has 385-3861.
twice been a Fellow at the Institute
. Writing
for Advanced Studies in Berlin.
Vldeoconference
His talks are sponsored by the
"Issues and Conflicts in Writing
Interdisciplinary Humanities Pro- Across the Curriculum will be held
gram at BSU with a grant from the Feb. 271rom IIa.m. to Ip.m. in the
history of Science Society and sup- Simplot-Micron Building in Room
port byt he Student Programs Board 210.,
This conference is Jo('alCBSU
and honors program at BSU.
For more information, call the faculty, staff and students.
For more information, contact
Interdisciplinary Humanities office
Sherry Gropp at 385-1432.
at 385-1199.
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3rd Annual So"cial Science and Public Affairs Conference
By Rhonda Oements

The University News
The 3rd annual Student Social
Science and Public Affairs Conference takes place April 4 and 5. The
topic for this year's paper is "Intervention - New Perspectives for the
21st Century." The Social Sciences
and Public Affairs conference allows students to send in their work
forpossiblerecognition of academic
achievement. The top prize being
$250 is not only an incentive but
such recognition looks excellent on
a resume and is admired by peers.
A first place prize of $250 and a
second place prize of $150 will be

vention is "to come in or between,
awarded for each thematic area. A rative fashion with an expert imin order to stop, settle, or modify."
$250 multimedia award will be posing solutions upon passive or
The planning committee
given to the entry that infeels that each discipline.
corporates multimedia
within the Social Science
components;
including
and Public Affairs curricucomputer
programs,
The planning committee feels that each
lum engages in some form
video, slides or other mediscipline within the Social Sciences
ofintervention whether the
dia. Graduates and undergraduates will be judged
and Public Affairs curriculum engages
fact is explicitly acknowledged or not, Anthropoloseparately.
in some form of intervention whether
gists affect the societies
The theme for this year's
the fact is explicitly acknowledged or
they study; historians inconference was ironically
not.
.
appropriate with what is 1,===============:..1 tervene when they decide
what will or will not retaking place in the Persian ~
.
ceive attention in a historiGulf. The topic "Intervencal analysis, and political scientists
tion-New Perspectives for the 21st uninformed members of society in
and criminal justice administrators
Century," was intended to target the "best interests" of those memdetermine the political and judicial
the current paradigm that interven- bers.
policies of their societies. "The
The classical definition of intertion is best done in a coercive, sepa-

New Perspectives for Social Intervention in the 21st Century," must
necessarily consist ofinte~tion
and involvement of all parties in a
communicative collaboration.
The deadline for papers was Feb.
15, but organizers will be accepting
papers until March 1.Papers should
be no more than 20 typed, doublespaced pages and must include an
abstract. The paper must be accompanied by a project or demonstration at the conference, which cannot exceed 15 minutes. For more
information contact department of
sociology at 385-3406 or student
coordinators Ericaat345-3923; Karl
at 375-9052; or Doug at 456-0496.

Manufacturing Technology Program Gives New Opportunities
By Amy Stahl
Special to The University News
At least one student in BSU' s new
manufacturing technologyprogmm
said he wasn't sure exactly what he
as getting into when he enrolled.
"I have to admit I was ignorant of
the manufacturing process before,"
said Glenn Miller, 43, who is in his
second semester of the two-year
progmm.
What the eight students in the program are getting is an intense ret
broad array of classes, including
machining processes, robotics.
physics. economics, computeraided drafting and more. By the end
of the progmm, instructors said the
students will be prepared for entrylevel positions in manufacturing
engineering, production and inventory control or production/assembly supervision.
The program is housed in the new
$Smillion CoUege of Technology
Building, and students will shortly
have access to a $900,000 Computer Integrated Manufacturing

(CIM) system donated by IBM,
which also recently "loaned" a staff
member to get the operation up and
running. CIM has the ability to
track a product in thefactory through
its entire manufacturing process and
onto the loading dock. The system
will be available for use by industry
as well as students at BSU.
CIM will be a handy and comprehensive tool for manufacturing
technology graduates who are being trained to look at the world, then
ask themselves, "how are thing assembled, how do they work? ," said
instructor Ed Lonsdale. They are
skilled to handle "basically any
situation that has a mass-production environment to look for bottlenecks. They're basically a problem-solver."
There has never been a more urgent need for trained workers in
manufacturing
fields, industry
leaders say.
A worker shortage could become
even more acute as the U.S.
economy relies more heavily on a
strong manufacturing
sector.
Cahners Economics' 1991 Eco-

nomic Outlook forecasted that
manufacturing will take the lead in
an ex~ted upswing and that despite 'lean" inventories, the heat
will be on industry to produce.
"As economic activity begins to
improve, the manufacturers will
have to increase production rather
than draw down inventory," said

economist Kermit BakerofCahners
Economics.
BSU's manufacturing technology
program is seen as one solution .:....
at least on local level. And the
students are happy to be on the front"
line of a new program.
A big selling point for the manufacturingteehnologyprogmm is that

students from throughout the state
can complete the first year of the
progmm at either BSU or five other
Idaho schools, including Eastern
Idaho Technical College, Lewis
Clark State College, North Idaho
College, College of Southern Idaho
and ISU. The second year of the
progmmmustbecompletedatBSU.
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ASBSU
Spotlight
by Todd Hill

ASBSU Executive Assistant
Special to The University News

For many
students and
instructors
here at BSU,
the academic
year
is
crammed with
activities. Students have
class assignments, papers and exams. And in their free time they
may belong to clubs and organizations, participate in sports activities, work a few hours a week, and
try to do a little studying.
Instructors may sit on a multitude
of committees for their departments
and the university as a whole, write
articles for publication and presentations, grade papers, prepare the
occasional wicked exam, give several lectures per week, and serve as
an advisor to students in an attempt
tohelp themdodge thepitfalls which
can be encountered in the course of
trying to obtain a degree.
Every spring, ASBSU and the office of Student Activities organize
an awards banquet to honor students and organizations on campus
who have done great things for
themselves and the university. The
ASBSU HaIl of Fame Awards are
presented to outstanding Senior
level and second year Vo-Tech students that are involved in student
organizations, student government,
the College of Technology, Performing/Fine Arts, Academics
Athletics and Alumni causes.
'
Outstanding faculty are also honored each spring with the Faculty
Recognition Award. A faculty
member from each college is selected to receive this honor.
You may ask, "How do people get
nominated for these awards?" And
the answer is, students and faculty
.make the nominations for these .
awards. If you know a.seniorstu~

t

D "

--';y

Ste~e

Ne ,)'ov ..,
CA'-

dent ora faculty member that should
be honored as an outstanding citizen of the University, pick up a
nomination form, fill it out, and
return it to Marj Billings, the ASBSU Secretary, by March 15.
Nomination forms for the Faculty
Recognition Award can be picked
up at the Riverside Deli, the English
Departmentoffice,theDean'soffice
in the College of Business, the circulation desk at the library, Union
Station, the charge desk at the
Bookstore or in Room T-114 of the
V0- Tech School. Nomination forms
fortheASBSU Hall of Fame Award

are available from any faculty
member ofdepartment Office. Both
forms can also be picked up at the
ASBSU office in the SUB Annex
II.

Get involved and let the outstanding students and faculty of this institution know that theireffort don 't
go unnoticed.

Nominate!
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Q. What do you like/dislike about the BSU Library?
ful. But some money seeds to be
spent updating the BSU Library,
especially the microfilm department
Doug Dollinger,
Criminal Justice

"checked out/or in "could be added
to the computer search, to avoid
wasting time.
Sharon E. Root-Victory,
English Sec. Ed.

Kay Anderson, Nursing

I went on a tour of the library and
I felt that the information was
very useful. I am especially
impressed with the helpfulness
of the employees in the reference
department
Kay Anderson
Nursing

Jeff Woodall, undeclared

Sharon E. Root-Victor,
English Sec. Ed.

Like: I enjoy and appreciate the
friendly helpfulness of the library
personnel.
Doug Dollinger, Criminal Justice

I like the attitude of the people
that are working in the library,
they are very courteous and help-

The library is spread out in so many
different places of the building. It
makes it hard for me to find information I need. The library should
be open in one single area.
Jeff Woodall,
undeclared

Dislike: I dislike the unavailability of certain books once a great
amount of time has been spent
looking for each one. Itwould be
really helpful if a code oL •

..

-:-.

Blaesing blasts UniversityNews editor
lish work and identify it as having
been "censored and banned form
News
the Student Union Building" when
none of it had even been submitted.
For the record, the policy states:
I was deeply disappointed and
"The Student Union reserves the
dissatisfied upon reading last week's
U.News cover story concerning art right to review and screen, prior to
censorship in the Union. I was opening, any exhibit or part thereof
that may be deemed inappropriate
saddened to realize that the Editorfor public display." Its implemenIn-Chief Larry Purviance's reputation as a reckless journalist may tation has resulted in NO censorship at Boise State University. It
well be deserved.
Ai no time was I contacted by an fairly balances the rights of artists
editor or writer of the University with the rights of other
BSU students and their
News, though I have responded
families. We
many times in the past to support
this paper's writers. I know from have worked
talking with several students that cooperatively
you began work on your story on with artists to
Thursday-yet
this was nota topic position potenof conversation between us on tiallyoffensive
Thursday or Friday when we saw work in galleries where ineach other, nor were any messages
terested
paleft in my office.
trons may view
I don't know if it is worth cloudbut
ing the issue with the facts now .... them,
The fact that we did not censor art in where casual
visitors to the
the Union and that the restriction
Union have a
was interpreted by an artdepartment
of
faculty member is really minor. The choice
whether or not to view them.
fact that no work has been censored
Though Mr. PUrviance chooses to
(in fact, submissions for the juried
show do not close until the 20th) is paint the Union as a vehicle of censorship, we will continue to proa side issue. The fact that similar
mote and help to develop Martin
guidelines exist in the University
Gallery, and most other galleries is Luther KinglHuman Rights Week,
not critical. The tragedy is the fact to defend the right of student orgathat the Editor-In-Chief
of the nizations and SPB to display connewspaper would not check facts or troversial lectures and films, to
verify information, would ignore present exhibits in the Union galrelevant sources, and would pub- lery when renovation is completed,

Greg Blaesing
Special to the University

and to recognize and advocate the
rights of expression and the visibility of all minority groups.
Sadly, the story of our efforts to
expand and develop the Women's
Week program seem to have been
overlooked in the quest for headlines and sensationalism. I am also
resigned to the fact that this letter
will not command the prominence
in the paper that you chose to assign
the ill-researched front page, two
color censorship story, and 2-page
Galeria·
section.
I hope
this clarifies
the
question of
banned art
in
the
Union.
Whether it
answers the
question regarding
journalistic
integrity of
the EditorIn-Chief at
the University News will be for the
reader to decide.

The tragedy is
the fact that the
Editor- In-Chief
of the newspaper would not
check facts ...
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To the University News:
We would like to take this opportunity to express our disappointment to all students, members of the
community, ASBSU, and the media who apparently misinterpreted
the Martin Luther King/Human
Rights Day holiday as celebrated
by BSU. The purpose of this issue
holiday, which focused issues,
whether the violation of rights come
form issues ofrace, nationality, or,
yes, even war.
Many of the people march to the
capitol did protest the war in the
gulf. The message they were conveying was to support the troops,
not the government action. We
would like to criticize those who
felt that this was inappropriate. It is
inconceivable that anyone could go
to a human rights rally and not support peace issues.
The media, however, did acrinappropriately. Most of their coverage
of the Martin Luther King Jr/Human Rights Weed activities focused
on those marchers calling for a
resolution to the Persian Gulf crisis.
There should have been more coverage of the theme of this year's
celebration, which was Hispanic
issues. The programs during the
week which featured Hispanic concerns received the least coverage
from the media, excluding the appearance of Jaimie Escalante. Any
students who would like to make
changes in next year's program are
welcome to participate in the 1992
Martin Luther King Jr/Human
Rights Week Committee. Contact
ASBSU for more information.
Jeff Roper
The 1991 Martin Luther }Qng/
Human Rights Week Committee
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from that of experiential learning, which gives students variety
and less lecture. He also notes
that some lecture is inevitable
for there is an importance in
linear style leaming as well. The
communication department is
probably the most interesting
departments to study under because students are required to be
creative and think more inwardly. It seems to be difficult
for a lot of people to exercise
there right. brain capabilities.
Rayborn spends a great deal of
his time involved in workshops
for high school teachers and acts
as a liaison for high school
teachers in what ever way he
can. Secondary Education in
communication is of special interest to Rayborn because he
believes in the importance of
acquiring communication skills.
It is also important because the
of the communication department
is that the classes are small and that number one fear of people is
allows for more one on onecommu- . speaking in front of large audinication necessary for retained
ences.
'
Rayborn, sometimes described
learning. So often 300 students are
crammed into a lecture halls and as grouchy, is as soft and sensigiven three tests that determine there tive as a teddy bear. He supports
grade; If any leaming takes place and takes the time to listen to
. it's because the students put the what his students needs are. Reis something that flies high
energy into it, not because of the ~t
for Rayborn and is well deserved.
class.
Rayborn's teaching style comes

Rhonda Clements

from his students. The process continues through out life, one is constantly seeing reflections of themselves in others.
Rayborn believes one advantage
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How many remember when
Boise State University was Boise
State College? This week's Hot
Prof David Rayborn remembers
during his own personal reflection of his 22 years at BSU. His
dedication and personal love for
his career in teaching is well
noticed in his reaching style as
well as in everyday life.
.
Rayborn says his "main love"
is teaching small group communication. Day- to-day livingcaIls
for communicating
yet it is
probably the most misunderstood and complicated subject
to study. It takes a very talented
person to communicate effectively. It is nota skill one is born
with,yetitis a skill necessary for
survival in a society ihatrequires
it in every aspect of our daily
lives.
Rayborn remembers a quote
that he feels explains his leaching philosophy "There they go,
I must follow them." He feels as
professors we're no longer in a
moOd of injecting students with
facts and information. He believes as his students are learning from him, he to is leaming

Check this Out
by Francis Lane
Special to The University News
Cute "little gay column" Veronica
Lang. TheWomen made your TOP
101 Where have you been? What
about the video's Long Time Companion, I heard the Mermaids
Singing, The Hunger, Black Widow
and the soon to be released Henry &
June? Get out of here with oppressive trash like The Women.
Well, I guess that does it for the
video market. I am a little chagrined that What Is Out There has
neglected a column on gay books,
so I am submitting my list of "must
reads" for gay women.
Pembroke Park by Michelle
Martin is the very best in gay
women's romance novels. This is a
sweeping love story that will transport you to another time and place.
When Lady Joanna meets Lady
Diana on horseback and dressed in
male clothing, she is outraged. But
she is irresistibly attracted to the
handsomeandstrong~faIIing
ever more deeply in love with her,
Fantastic
humor andPlo,"' .
,
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Read The Color Purple by Alice
Walker and read the "real" story
behind the Spielberg flick.
Behind the Mask by Kim Larabee
is a real novel of high adventure and
romance. Maddie Elverton leads a
fascinating double life - by day she
isamemberofLondon'shighsociety; by night, a highway robber.
One night, her escapades bring her
face to face with the woman of her
dreams.
Curious

Wine

by Katherine

A
LifeJ'edy ..TiiGn£tle
2
',-'
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.~·Rita~. B~~.·S ,Porrest~ilh04romanticstoryyOu'll
,~l'111is is,avery 'UIJIlyno~el set -.,'nev~rJQrge~Th~ iJi~y'o(a
log
'in' a~iiull1;.~()u~~
.town.~ ~·:cabin
at LalCe·rah~provides the

sionate novel of first discovery.
Lesbian Lists by Dell Richards is
a clever, enlightening and occasionally outrageous book of lists
can be read straight through or
dipped into in a spare moment. For
example, torrid love affairs between
famous women! Yea!

I

Emergence of Green by Katherine Forrest is a girl next door romance. From the momentshe meets
Val Hunter, the lesbian artist next
door, Carolyn Blake's marriage
begins to unravel, until she is tom
apart by her erotic desires that she
can neither resist nor control. A
novel about sexual discovery and
change.

There
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Sharon Maynard, Ogden, UT

Dear Editor:
Why did Saddam Hussein think
he could get away with invading
Kuwait?
We knew that Iraq was having a
border dispute with Kuwait and on
July 25, 1990, according to the Jan
16Seat//e Times, Ambassador April
Glaspie received the fo.l1owi.IJK':
written instruction [rom the secretary of state, approved by the president, to deliver the following message to Saddam Hussein: "We will
not become involved in your border
dispute with Kuwait and we take no
position on this dispute." According
to Ohio Rep. Mary Rose Oakar,
Ambassador Glaspie is now inLetter to the Editor:
Christ said, as a man thinketh, so communicado.
Why did President Bush give the
is he. As ye believe, so it is done
green
light to Hussein in July and
unto.you, Could He have meant
that if a person believes there are then a few weeks later start calling
him "a Hitler?" Was Hussein set up
dangerous people in his world, there
arc. If a person believes there is by Bush?
Now President Bush wants the
peace on the planet, there is. Then
Emir of Kuwait restored to power
it would follow that to change your
(status quo ante). The Emir is not
world, requires recognizing and
changing your thoughts. Is war a the American way of life- 70 wives,
seven personal 747's,soleownerof
result of fearful, angry, blaming,
Kuwaiti Oil Company with half of
unbending individuals?
Seem
the oil money going into his peroverly simplistic? Whatis the power
sonal pocket. Are America's sons
of belief or thought? Do we know?
and daughters to be sacrificed for a
Our attention is riveted on war,
guy like this?
conflict, anger, fear, fad guys,
struggle and pain. If what Christ
Sincerely,
said has even slight validity, what
Alan
Rhodes,
Willoughby,
Ohio
are we amassing to be "done unto
us?" There are many points of view
among the public.
Those whoraIly or march for peace

If any of these book sound interesting to you, check the BSU and
public libraries. If they don't have
.the book, send for a full catalog
from my favorite womyn's book- .
store: Woman Kind Books Inc., 5
Kivy Station, Huntington Station,
N.Y., 11746 (516-427-1289 or 18()().{)49-5333).
you have itVeronica Lang,·
So now what'!.
. ,..

~ expressing their deep convic.
lion that peace is possible and necessary for our planet. Those among
us who would judge them may want
to reconsider. Are they balancing
the effect of the proliferation of
thoughts and words contrary to
peace? Are they building a foundation with their belief. Maybe the
greatest service that they can do for
our young men and women is 10
maintain a belief in peaceful resolution in order that we may have
that harmony. Perhaps, there will
come a day when we will thirst for
the message thy carryon their
banners.
Maybe the power of
thought is great enough to create an
indivi~uaI, city, country and would
at peace,
Christ was trying to tell us something with His life and He didn't
lead His people to battle to overthrow suppression. He said, "Seek
the Kingdom within. "As ye believe,so it is done unto you." What
did He mean?
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in matters of' religion, sex' and
ethnicity;" Sewall says.
Sewall sees promise in a new se- '
ries of textbooks for kindergarten
through eighth grade developed by
Houghton Mifflin Co., and adopted
for distribution by the states of California, Arkansas, Indiana, West
Virginia and Oregon. A huge leap
from the rudimentary McGuffey
Readers, these social studies texts
are filled with bright illustrations,
readable maps and imaginative excerpts from literature.
"It's a new generation of textbook," says Sewall, whose group's
bulletin describes the books as
grappling ''with issues of gender,
ethnicitY and multiculturalism in
insightful ways, in balance with the
larger scheme of history and society."
But in California, the Houghton
Mifflin books ran into a buzz saw of
criticism from special interest
groups that argued their history,
culture or beliefs weremisrepresented.
' '.
Jewish representatives o~jected
to a description of the participation
of Jews in Jesus Christ's crucifixion. Muslim groups disputed the
mentions ofIslam 's aggressiveness
against "the infidel." Gay activists
wanted the sexual preferences of
historical figures included. At one
point police were summoned to restore order to the emotional hearings.

The battle was closely watched
by other publishers because Cali-'
fomiais a bellwether state that buys
13.2 percent of the textbooks sold
, in ~is country.
Whether America's textbook
publishers will respond-to the brouhaha in California by imitating
Houghton Mifflin's approach or
trying to sidestep controversy remains in doubt
Meanwhile the debate rages, and
even those on the same side differ
vehemently among themselves
about how much multiculturalism
is enough and who's to blame for
the sins of the past.
"It's nota time to beat up on white
people for what they've done," says
Searcy, while Elliott calls herself a
radical who believes "the history of
this country is built on lies."
On the other side of the argument
are those who fear that decisions
about what textbooks should say
are being made to placate political
pressure groups, without regard for
historical accuracy or balance. They
believe too much emphasis on the
experience of different groups will
divide America instead of conveying to children the common ideals
that unite Americans.
Historian Arthur Schlesinger Jr.
says: "Let us by all means learn
about other continents and cultures
... (but) to deny the essentially European origins of American culture
is to falsify history:'

East Meets West
broader understanding of the Middle
By MARILYN GREENE
.'
©Copyright 1991, USA TODAYI East"
Some notions may be more diffiApple College Information Network
KHOBAR, Saudi Arabia - De- cult to understand than others. For
spite this kingdom's fierce com- example, although Islam's holy
mitment to Islamic tradition, the book, the Koran, says nothing about
Persian'Gulf War -with
its U.S. the issue, local culture forbids
women to drive.
troops and journalistS :..- is deepenFemale soldiers are exempt, when
ing the western influence here.
in uniform and driving military
"There are people in this country
vehicles. The rest must hitch a ride
who would like to take the country
back to the 6th century. Others want with males or hire drivers.
LastNovember, 50 Saudi women
to take us to the 21st," says busidefied the unwritten but strict ban
nessman Khalid AI-Turki. "The
bulk of people are moderate. They and drove cars to thecapital,Riyadh.
want to modernize the country, and They were harshly censured, and
be part of the world within the suddenly the unwritten law was
committed to paper.
context of its traditions and culture.
"I'm really upset," says gallery
Unfortunately the majority is silent,
ownerNabilaAl-Bassam,
who was
even in Saudi Arabia."
Islamic scholar Mohammad AI- educated at the American UniverAkkas predicts the long-term im- sity of Beirut and has lived in Philapact of Westerners now in Saudi delphia and San Diego. "Now it's a
law, and that's really bad. In this
Arabia "is going to be minimal,"
but says the visitors would do well time of war, you could have fled (by
car). Now, you'd be breaking the
to learn something about Islamic
law:'
culture as long as they're here.
Al-Turki, 53, a leading Saudi
"The lack of understanding of Islam is the major obstacle to peace in contractor married to an American,
says changes will come in their own
the area," Akkas said.
good time - and he says that now
U.S. Army First Lt. Anthony
'
Sippert, 30, of Killeen, Texas, said, Isn't that time.
"Here, now, if you make a funda"If nothing else, this will help
mentalchan~e you won't get credit.
Americans understand the Middle
It will be attributed to the American
East, and lead to better relations.
With a half-million people here, it presence ... this is not the time to
means everybody in the U.S. prob- clamor if you want real fundamental change," Turki said.
ably knows somebody in Saudi
In December, troops fumed over
Arabia. We'll all go back and tell
stories, and word will ~read about rules against Christmas trees and
what it was like. We II create a displaying U.S. flags; later the ternpestpassed,andtheStarsandStripes
now ripple quietly on the sleeves of
many a dust-brown uniform. Soldiers learned that some of the
pressure against open display of
patriotism and religion came from
U.S. officials who didn't want to
offend the host country.
Egyptian-born U.S. citizen Fathi
Helmi, 59, who works as an architect here, said the wartime meeting
of East and West will haveconsequences
for both sides, but
westerners' will gain the most. "I
think it's good the foreigners are
here; They will learil," Helmi said.
,SaudiS are resistan~ he said:~e
majoritY don't like the Americans
being here-Some think it's a new:
.,colQnialism~ Some fear it might in-.
fluence youth, and J!Ul1them,away'·
, from their religion.
'

Musical memoirs grace Gypsy stage
Stage Preview
by William K. Stephan

The University News
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Entertaining, burlesque, humorous, hoaky, tasteful and sleazy are all
appropriate terms when describing the BSU music and theater departments' presentation of the musical Gypsy. The hit comedy will be presented at 8 p.m., Feb. 28 through March 2 in the Morrison Center's Main
HaIl.
This colorful production is about a ruthless stage mother who drives her
daughters,JlDle and Louise, into show business IDltil JlDle(played by Stacy
Bean) runs off with one of the boys participating in their vaudeville act.
Louise (Cheryl-Ann Rossi) longs for a quiet home life but is pushed into
thespotlightata Wichita burlesque house. Ultimately ,Louise breaks away
from her mother's ties to become the ladylike stripper Gypsy Rose Lee.
"Gypsy is not trite musical theater fluff. This is the Hamlet of musical
theater. The show spurs thoughts of relationships with your family," said
Rossi, who is not only Lee but also serves as the show's choreographer.
Originally from New York, Rossi be~an dancing professionally at age 10
and has been on stages across the nauon ever since. While in New York,
she daiIced. on Broadway and with the Joffrey BalleL Her acting credentials include in the television soaps Ryan's Hope and All My Children.
The musical is diiected by Chicago-based, free-lance director and BSU
guest artist Robert Anderson. Anderson has been a professional in the
pCtforming arts field for the past 10 years. Boise first saw him during the
1988 and 1989 seasons of the Idaho Shakespeare festival. Primarily inthe
Chicago area, Anderson has over 30 plays Under his directing belL _
Anderson feels thebestparts of Gypsy are foUnd initsstoryand itsmusic.

..

...
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"The music is definitely connected to the story. They complement each
other," said Anderson.
Anderson is also proud of the close working relationship present on the
set ~d, understandably, BSU's acting students say they really enjoyed
working With Anderson.
.
It's "fun working with a new face," according to Bean. "Bob is a great
director. He brings out the best in everyone." Tami Jo Shank, BSU theater
major, said, "(Anderson) has shown how important a small character can
be, how to get along with other people and how to develop a small
character. I've learned a lot in this show."
"It's been fun working with mostly students. In the past, there have
been more professionals. It's great to see a production of mostly students
learn together and create a great show. Gypsy is also a totally hilarious
show. It has a naturally funny script," said Bean, a theater arts major last
seen in.the ~PB/BSU pJl?duction of Sho~boat, Stage Coach's Company
and BOIse Little Theatre s 1Ought to be In Pictures.
. "Since Gypsy's fame was (the result of having) never really strippec1 ...
only a peek here and a peek there. Audiences will see a shoulder strap
pulled here, a glove thrown there and a full-body costume constructed
entirely of feadi.ers" during her tasteful teasing strip, said Rossi. .
Vocals are bemg coached by BSU voice professor, Lynn Berg, with the
UniversiW!Community
Orchestra conducted by BSU music professor
John Baldwin. ''Everything's Coming up Roses" and ''Let Me Entertain
y.ou" are just two of the ever-popular songs to be heard during the threemghtrun.
Tickets are $12 and $10 with a$2 discount for students at Select-a-Seat
~utlets. Tickets are free to BSU faculty, staff and students. For information call 888-4043, code 5901•

Cheryl-Ann Rossi look~ on as
Gretchen Rumbaugh!
primps Stacy Bean In

IBtU~

Gypsy.
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M1Jcl1.·tobe said
for Si.lence
Film Review
By SusanWloszczyna
.,.,.,......"
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The Psycho of the '90s?
Itmight be too early for this kind
of hype-fed bleating over the justopened thriller The Silence of the
Lambs.
Butdon'tbesurprisedifthesame
peoplewhonowshunshowersstart
thinking twice before entering
basements - especially ones with
20-foot pits, the kind preferred by
Silence's serial killer Buffalo Bill.
A movie with this kind of haunting power comes along only once
every decade or SQ,
Alfred Hitchcock - who practically created the suspense genrechanged the rules forever with
. 1960's
Psycho.
In
that
groundbreaker, he even dared to
kill off his star JanetLeigh a third of
the way into the story. And his
villain, quintessential mama's boy
Norman Bates (Tony Perkins), is
creepily endearing.
Some filmmakers are happy just
to ape the late master of suspense:
Brian DePalma's Sisters, Obsession, Dressed to Kill and Body
Double, and Stanley Donen's
Charade.
Others.however, have managed
to take the psychological shocker a
giant step further. The '70s had
William Friedkin's Satan-driven
The Exorcist (think pea soup). And
the '80s had Adrian Lyne 's Fatal
Attraction, the movie every suspicious wife dragged her cheatingminded hubby to (think boiled
bunny).
Jonathan Demme's Silence, a
suspense-a-then
about an FBI
trainee (Jodie Foster) who tracks
down BUffalo Bill with the help of..
another mass murderer - the dlabolica1 psychiatrist Hannibal "the
Cannibal"
Lecter
(Anthony
Hopkins) - brings cinematic terror into the new decade.
"This is by no means a conventional thriller,"
said Silence
screenwriterTedTally,whoadapted
Thomas Harris' bestseller. "There's
a lot of showing two people (Foster
and Hopkins) sitting and talking 5
feet apart. So many thrillers create
tension with car chases. Or the
heroine is in physical jeopardy
through much of the film. (Foster is
in danger only during the climax.)
That doesn't happen."
Not that Demme, better known
for offbeat comedies like Married
to the Mob and Something Wild, is
completely innocent of ripping off
Hitchcock. His Last Embrace
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California Dreamin'
with S~evel\Ia#in's .L.A. Story

(1979) had blatant "echoes of not Film Review
only Psycho but also Vertigo, The by Jody Howard
Birds and North by Northwest.
The University News _-' __
But the earlier outing enabled
Demme to make Silence that much
"Let your mind go and your body
more distinctive, notes Stephen will follow." So said the sage wisRebello, author of Alfred Hitchcock dom of more than one character in
and the Making of Psycho (Harper LA. Story, accurately summarizpaperback, $9.95).
ing the theme of the movie, written
"DemmegotHitchcockoutofhis
by and starring Steve Martin: If that
. system with Last Embrace. With sort of theme sounds a bit superfiSilence, he has the filmic sense of cia! and simplistic, it's meant to.
Hitchcock with the good Sense not
LA. Story lovingly satirizes
to imitate him. He's no grave rob- sunny Los Angeles, home of the
ber.'
Dream Factory, where the temperaAs in Hitchcock, there's a more ture is always 72 degrees, the inpenetrating sense of horror than the habitants worship their bodies, enusual blood-soaked slasher fare. vision their cars as extensions of
"This is not Friday the Hth, Part themselves and ignore the earth12," Tally said. "There's nota single quakes. Martin cleverly displays
cheap scare. A cat doesn't shriek, a his off-the-wall humor 10 a warm
door doesn't slam to make theaudi- and witty love story, based on his
ence jump.'
own romance with his wife, Victoria
The essential knack that Demme Tennant, who costars with him in
shares with Hitch? Discovering the the movie.
horrible in everyday life.
Theplotinvolvesawackyweath"When a thriller is good, it usu- erman, HarrisK. Telemacher(Marnot having fun with us.
ally creates a world in which nor- tin), who discovers true love, even
Part of that is not Martin's fault.
malcy is stripped away to expose in the heart of L.A. We meet him as but the viewer. Those who go to see
terror lurking under everyday he struggles in a dissatisfying rela- slapstick gags, dumb jokes, the
events," Rebello said. "It's these tionship with a marvelously shal- "wild and crazy guy," will be, on
kinds of films that get under your low Marilu Henner. Then, through the whole, disappointed. He has
skin,"
the advice and intervention of an grownup,maturedandmovedonto
By all accounts, Hitchcock and electronic freeway sign that targets scale the philosophical heights of
Demme are very different direc- Martin as someone in need of help, moviedom with playful absurdity
tors. Hitch, known to refer to actors Martin's love life (and career) un- and thoughtful insights. This film
as "cattle," called Psycho "a fun dergo some hilarious transform a- has been called Woody Allenish,
picture" and took to sitting in a tions.
and the similarities are definitely
canvas chair labeled "Mrs. Bates"
The movie concentrates not so evident.
during the shooting.
much on plot as on a portrait (of the
Yet,LA. Story displays the fresh,
ButDemme, who also has adarkly city and the romance), the stylistic unique quality of Martin's work,
humorous side, doesn't take that depiction of a place and the people and probably his fmest. Certainly
kind ofperverse delight in Silence's who inhabit it. Piece by piece, the it's the most personal, dealing with
subject matter. Instead, he. injects screen unfolds a work of art. The his own real-life romance and feelhis own brand of '90s sensitivity. uniquely Southern California
ings.
Said Tally: "Demme is a gentle, lifestyles reveal themselves in in- .. British Director Mick Jackson
sweet man. The reason whYo:,this numera91~wa>:s;attentionto~tail
{&iv~thisfi1mtheelegant.style~d
.film is so scary is because lnese abounds m this film. (Even" thetunmg
that keeps the audience nvthings are scary and terrible to him. crosswalk sign reads, "Uh, Like eted to the screen. Although the
He gives the victims a sad dignity. Don't Walk,")
movie may seem filled withdisconDeath is as real, pitiful and upsetThe movie is hilarious, some- nectedfragments, the overall effect
ting as it is in real life,"
times withhumorso subtle it sneaks is surprisingly consistent and enterSilence's greatest achievement, upon you. When Sara (Tennant) is taining.. One scene blends or
though, may be that it's one of the introducedloagroupatbrunch,she
bounces mto the next, WIthor withrare films based on a book that saidshehascometoWriteanarticle
out logic, and holds the attention
doesn't disappoint most fans of the on L.A. for the London Times. masterfully. (Awordofcautionsource material.
"Well you've come to the right this is not like most movies which
While events, characters and place,:' someone replied.
have every action or oddity "pay
motivations have been compressed
An expensive French restaurant off" later in the movie. If you
out of necessity, Tally said Demme specializmg in cruelty to customers
torture yourself with questions about
"knows how to make what is left called L'Idiot is featured; later a deepermeaningorfurtherinformaout reverberate on screen,"
hotelis called El Polio del Mar (yes, tion on each situation, you'll go
And,likeHitchcock,Demme isn't that's Chicken of the Sea). These crazy.)
afraid to challenge the viewer. As arewhatMartinterrns"smartjokes,"
The cinematography provides
Tally said. "Jonathan feels having and require some thinking on the breathtaking beauty, transporting us
the audience puzzled for 30 sec- part of the audience. One drawback
into the surreal world of Los Angeonds is better. than having them of the movie is this particular
les, dissolving from one person to
bored for a second,"
strength: with so much tongue-inthe next with the sun in between,
(Susan Wloszczyna writes for cheek humor, it's difficult to accept taking advantage of the luscious
USA TODAY.)
the serious scenes when Martin is scenery to the fullest.

The musical score by Peter
Melnick enhances the dream-like
quality and the nuttiness of the film,
with alternately whimsical and
haunting melodies. (The song, "000
Wah Diddy, Diddy" featured
prominently, and appropriately in
the love story.) The soundtrack will
be worth looking for.
Martin plays his character with
the perfect balance of introspection
and superficiality. He quotes liberally from Shakespeare (the gravedigging scene from Hamlet is borrowed for a few fun moments), yet
his reflections on his own life (the
film is narrated by Martin) reveal
the blissful ignorance of the L.A.
persona. "I was deeply unhappy
but didn't know it, because 1was so
happy all the time." Heexploresthe
superficiakshaUowworJ4: ~"in-,
habits and shares some deeper feel~ .
ings, but carefully keeps the theme,
especially the comedy, foremost in
mind.
Thecontradictionsin thedepicted
lifestyles can bedisturbing,although
certainly consistent This satire reveals people devoted to healthy,
beautiful bodies who analyze everything they eat. but shoot each
other on the freeways and hop into
bed with, wen, whoever ...
LA: Story radiates a magical,
dream-like quality appropriate to
the city it satirizes, plus the added
bonus of a completely different r0mance - a completely different
comedy. Let your body go (to the
movie) and your mind will follow.
LA. Story is rated PG-13 and is
playing at Northgate Cinemas and
Overland Park.
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Vlarch 2

~ colorful hit musical about a ruthless stage
a daughter's riseto fame as burlesque queen
·Lee.will be presented at 8 p.m. Inthe Morrison
n Hall;
.
_
ts Coming Up Rases: "Let Me Entertain You.
WasMarried" and the blockbuster "Rose'sTurnthe popular songs featured In the production,
nted by the BSUtheater arts and music departj

........

IV Robert G. Anderson, the play stars Gretchen

of the Oregon Shakespeare Festival as Mama.
Rossiof Nampa as Louise (Gypsy), and Stacy
f Jerome asJune. Other parts are played by BSU
ld communitY actors.
sctlon Isby BSUvoice professor Lynn Berg. John
so of the BSUmusic faculty. will conduct the
iode up of university and community musicians.
·$12and $10. with a $2 discount for students at
.ot outlets. TIckets are free to BSUfaculty, staff
ItS. For Information. call 888-4043, code 5907.

women Take out The Night
March 2

II

01Student Art Competition
adline
I Art Horizons has announced
id $30.000 in prizes In the 10th
'matlonaIArtCompetltlon. which
stsworking Inthe following fields:
Jwlng, sculpture, watercolors,
J.' photography, print making.
Iture art, illustration, graphic art,
.rnetclwork. fibers/textiles, fuml~s,jewelry, glass, woodworking
submit slidesto be judged by
Jurors.An exhibition of the wlnII again be held at the elegant
iln1heheart of New York's Soho
1991.
k-Intematlonal Art Competition
three major art competitions
~d by the prestigious New YorkArt Competitions Organization
/111

J
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~mer and Loewe' s
c Iessie roman
.

timeless tale c~i /hls
fhrtehur,'S
RoundTable
ove of Q
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musicals of 0/1 time oveo
~Ing Arthur wi/; be
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'Annie

waved

April 25- 28

The niusl I
pertormeJ?n 1t,~ie wi/! be
C~nter Main H /I Mornson
mances 0 A ? Perforwill be he'~ ar~'25 and 26
on April 27 and 2 p.m .• and

Bp.rn. ..

Bat2and

g~~

t usean official application form.
ne. simply send a postcard to:
Art Horizons,Dept. RASU,PO Box
Dod,NJ97450or telephone (20 1)
JX(201) 488-4004.

Camelot
March 4-6

by

Andrew

S Yke. Ruth Speizer and
andy WaShburn pia
oppositeIn. the role o~
G uenevere
MI
Fornander
portrakey
lancelot.
Show time Is7:30p.m I .
the ~apJtaJ High sC~
aUditorium. rrckets are
$5 general admission
and $4 for stUd t
senlorcit/z . en sand
b
ens. Seatsmay
3~2-3~f5~d kby calling
noon to 4 ';:~.daysfrom

w/II

BSUArt FaCUlty Exhibit
Through March 1

.

Faculty artistswill exhibit a variety of works Invarious media
and subject matter In the annual faculty exhibition In the
BSUGallery of Art.
The Gallery is located in the Liberal Arts Building and
admission is free. Hours are 9 - 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday.and 1-5p.m.SoturdayandSunday. Forlnformatlon.
call the BSUart department at 385-1230.

monic Encore Concert
Jsic lovers will have two
Jrprincipal players from the
onlc as they present their
ts. Both performances are
~ Art Museum. The Rerfor· Feb. 23 will begin at 8 p.m.
mance on Sun" Feb. 24 beComp!lmentary beverages
at Intermissionand museum
onduct tours for Intereste?
!mbers following Sunday s
ltSare $8 general admiSSion
rsor students. A $2discount
seum or Philharmonic mem-

Gonzaga UnIversity Choir to perlor
March 11
Under the hand of Dr. Edward Shaefer the
Gonzaga University Choir will perfoml an
acappella program of works fanglng from
16th- to 20th-century compOsitions at 7 p m
at St.John's Cathedral, 804 North 9th St.
pr~gram will be Inthree segments, the first of
which will be American music for Lent and
Easter. Thesecond pays respectto the choir's
long standing tradition of performing Renaissance music and the final segment Includes

The

M,uslcfor Different CombinatIOns of Voices In
Different Places.
T~e program Is free to the public with a freeWIll

. essemina
b Hunting Technlqu
series0

esume Writing and J~acement Office ar~ h~~~g~ offering

~~i~gg
~~

~W:s~~~~~\~~n~~a~n~~~n~c~~Yr~~~~rm~~~
BSUstudents thep~ng for a future JObhS~%~IOyerresearch, letter
beneficial In pre
reos of Job seorc •
cover InformOt~~gaand Interviewing. tlng TechniqueS Seminar Is
and resume Iwr date for the Job Hun
The remain ng
at 6 p m
March 19 at 3$'~ngsemlnars Is March 7'ease contact the Career
The Resume ratlonand/ortoS\gn-up.p
Formore Infgr~acemen~ Office.
Planning an

donation to be accepted.

....,

Untilthen, come by and pay usa visit. We haye rt;lorepets
for adoption than we could ever fit In The UniversityNews.
We can also use volunteers and/or donations of blankets.
towles; pet food and newspapers.

The Idaho Humane Society

Is located at 4883 Donnan near the Boiseairport. •

..

Telephone342-3508
for more Infonnatlon.

Mon-Fri: 10 a.m.~7p.m.•
sat-Sun: 10 a.m.-6 p.m.

,
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AmericanCo~~g~"'heap"~p'estival
"competltlonresults,
"

,-

, Sinceprodticersand'talentscouts'
Awards Review
use this occasion to audition actors
by Jeanene Ross
. for film, television and summer
Special to The UniversityNews_,
theater companies, other Idaho actors converged on thefestival site as
An' original short play by BSU
studentTreyOlmesdahl won awards well. . Actors' with time, to linger
and applause at a regional equiva- could take pan in acting, stage comlent of the Grammy awards this bal. directing, design and children's
theater workshops.
.
month.Olmesdahl'splay,Summer,
What limits should the public put
first developed and performed at
BSU, was selected as the best origi- on the theater? What limits does
nal short play in the Pacific North- theater put on itself? Two members
westregion of the American College of BSU's theater department spoke
of the currently hot subject of cenTheatre Festival.
sorship, with chair Steve Buss hostEach year, colleges and universities around the country seek out ing apanel discussion on directing
'and Charles
new plays or at least put a fresh and censorship
Lauterbach delivering a paper on
stamp on old ones. Adjudicators
(that's a professor elevated to visit- historical background related to
ing expert) visit each other's pro- censorship. JuliaFranklinand Gerri
ductions, offer advice and select the Goodwin presented related papers
best shows and actors to move up to on censorship and cross-cultural
the regional festivals for further casting.
Another major component of the
consideration.
A panel of these
regional judges selected Summer as Region VII Festival is a young critics program. BSU students Quinn
the best of this year's student-writPritchard and Richard Sanchez
ten plays. A showcase performance
of Olmesdahl' s play at the regional joined a group of 14 students from
conference in LaGrande, Ore., on five states in writing daily reviews
Feb. 7, was viewed by the national of three major theater productions
association judges who select plays as part of a nation-wide competifor 'presentation this April at the tion. Reviews of the competing
Kennedy Center in Washington, D. critics were posted each morning
and formed a center for lively disC.
The combined conference and cussion throughout the conference.
theater festival highlights emerg- BSU student Joanne Moore won
ing talent in many areas of theater. last year's regional review compeBSU sent two actors, Jason Lowry tition. BSU contributed a judge to
this program. with costume profesand Raylene Dodson, to compete
for Irene Ryan acting awards. In- sor Ann Hoste acting as a criticism
terestingly enough, many audition workshop judge as well as presentpieces dealt with controversial SO" ing a workshop on costuming.
This year's festival acknowlcial, political and personal issues
barely suggested by the week's full- edged the contribution of the techscale theatrical performances, hint- nical side of theater, with awards
for set and costume design. A galing at new directions in theater.

,~,
...

. Events Preview by })at l=lenry
Special to The UniverSity News
_
lerynext to the newly-biJilt theater
complex provided generous ViewInternational Women's Day is Fri., March 8, and BSU and several
ing of student contributions to set
, community groups have developed innovative ways to celebrate.
and costume.
Womyn Take Out the Ni~ht ,on Sal, March 2, is an evening of diverse
Professor Phil Atlakson contribprograms
presented by BOIse's Womyn's Production Company.
uted 19offerings for fledgling playHeadlinmg Womyn will be Portland comedienne Carol Steinel, no
wrights with the workshop, Dreams
stranger to fear and loathing on the home front. Steinel's book, I'm
as an Exercise in Playwriting. As Dangerous
(l' m a Radical Lesbian), features what she refers to as the real
official mentor of-the BSU delegalaws
of
relativity.
tion, he ended the week's events by
"Relatives in their own house equal relatives times one," she said.
making vague but effective threats
"Relatives in your house will always seem to equal relatives squared."
against all who did not help unload
Steinel is known throughout the Pacific Northwest for satirical social
sets as four vehicles full of students,
commentary and has served up-her witto the Willamette Valley since 1988
faculty and assorted friendsretumed
at the Portland First Women s Coffeehouse.
to Boise.
Local writer Dell Richards will also be featured, reading some of the
Those with a constitution of iron,
more humorous compilations from her latest work,LesbianLists. Richards
with energy remaining after each
has lectured at BSU and participated for years in a variety of local literary
evening's final theaterperformance,
events. She recently returned from a national book tour to promote
attended the latest addition to such
Lesbian Lists.
festivals: a theater sports competiAlthough some of the material in Womyn Take Out the Night involves
tion. 'Fans of comedy clubs are
lesbians, Richards is quick to point out that "all of the women who are
familiar with this activity where
involved are not gay." The evening's events are aimed at all women and
teams of actors spontaneously creaddress fundamental questions of women's identity and history.
ate scenes out of suggestions from
Local educator Andrea Jackson will present an original shortstory about
the audience. Imagine beer and
a ~oung woman's coming of age and local writer Mary Ellen McMurtrie
wine being sold on the campus, an
will present a previously unpublished dramatic monologue.
audience full of rowdy actors, the
BSU will be presenting a week of events to celebrate International
likes of BSU's professor Atlakson
Women's Day and Women's History Month startingMon., March 4. The
as judges, and letting the good times
week's events will include videos and films,live performance, lectures,
roll until nearly 2 a.m.
and a commemorative art show.
(Jeanette Ross is a community
Still Killing Us Softly, a video by Jean Kilbourne, will be presented Mon.
free-lance writer who also attended
through Wed. in the Union S treet Cafe. Kilbourne's video Killing UsSoftly
and participated in this year's ACTF
portrayed the subtle, subliminal abuse women suffer at the hands of the
Conference.)
advertising industry. The new video picks up on that same theme and also
discusses overt actions against women such as verbal violence, physical
abuse and murder.
Several panel discussions in ~e Sl!B Lookout Room will provide a
productive environment for dealing With contemporary women's issues.
"Getting What You Want in the '90s," presented by the BSU Circle K, will
address career and lifestyle options on Monday at 3 p.m .. BSU communications professor Peter Wollheim will lecture on the topic "Do Women
Exist? ," an inquiry into possibilities of gender identities on Tuesday at 3
p.m. Pheobe Lundy will present "Women's War Stories," featuring
Maggie Overstreet, Beverly Miller, Angeline Blain, Thomas Ansbach and
JoAnne Russell on Wednesday at 3 p.m ..
A panel sponsored by the BSU YMCA will present students speaking on
women's issues Thursday at 3 p.m .. That panel will also feature Sumaya
Khauli from Beirut, Khauli is currently enrolled in Boston University'S
film graduate program but worked since 1987 as a documentary filmmaker
in Lebanon.
'
Nan Brooks will present her one-woman show on Eleanor Roosevelt
titled "Eleanor, Woman of Peace," on Thurday at 7:30 p.m. in the BSU
SPEC. Brooks has toured the country with her widely acclaimed show and
finds that it complements both her training in theater and her beliefs as a
feminist. An informal discussion with "Eleanor" will take place on
Wednesday at 9 p.m, as well as a lunch on Friday in the SUB's Table Rock
Cafe at noon.
SPB will show several films throughout March to support Women's
History Month. David Mercer's adaptation ,of Henrik Ibsen's classic
feministdramaADolI' sllouse will be presented in theSUB Ballroom Fri.,
March 8 at7p.m.andagain
Mon. , March 11 at7p.m ..SteeIMagnolias will
play March 15, 17 and 18.
Local folk singer/storyteller Rosalie Sorrels will present"An Evening
of Women's Stories and Songs" in the SUB Ballroom on Sal, March 9 at
7:30 p.m .. Sorrells has long been a big pan of the Boise folk scene as well
as the activist community and has been widely celebrated throughout the
country for her particularly western folk music style.
'
Throughout the month of March, the BSU women's art show "Solidarity
Through Diversity" will be hanging on the SUB's second floor and in the
Hemmi~gway Center. A ~ption
will be heldon'Ihur., March 7 at6 p.m ..
. On Fn., March 8, International W~men 's Day, o~ganizers areencourag109 all women to wear teal or turquoise to work. Ribbons and buttons will
be made available for men to wear as well to show their support.

ASBSU Legal Consultation

WHY 0

SUBSCII_ISALWAYS
GET THE BIG PICTURE
, How could they miss it? Wilh so much news and informatiOll every day; we give everyone
something to talk abouL When you subscribe to USA TODAY, you get all1he news you neaIdelivered for Itu than 38 Ctnls a day! Subscribe to USA TODAY now.,You·1I save up to $3250 '
off 1he newsslalld price and you'lI always gel1he big pieture.
'

Service

ASBSU provides legal consultations and other
legal services to individual students through
Schroeder & Lezamiz Law Offices, a private
firm in Boise. If you need a legal consultation
and you are a full fee paying student, call
ASBSU at 385-1440. All consultations and most
legal services are free of charge.

Margaret

M Lezamiz Be John T Schroeder
A~R.C\Ll A

'

HEALTHY VOLUNTEERS NEEDED!
Healthy male and female volunteers (ages 19 to 40 and over
65) needed for participation In a research project studying
the effects of age and medication on the body's handling of
THEOPHYLLINE(used to treat asthma). Project requles
participant to abstain from alcohol,. caffeine and certain
foods for 5 weeks. Subjects will receive compensation for
time, convenience and donations of blood and urIne
samples. If Interested, please contact Paula Phelps, Asslstant.Cllnlcal ResearchCOOrdlnatorat VA Medical center
(338-7250)

.
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SUC.H AS TH IS
Miche,le Kuemmef

ten')' Herr

Once my mother's angelDimpled elbows, smooth and pink

On the west side of Sarah's mind

Now calloused buttocks set in urine"palming pennies" for a drink
Once, eyes so clear and full of tlUst
Now,pupils brim with sadnessLife's feeling bare, and so unjust
My heart, 'she'longs for gladness

independent.

The concrete, still ungiving
Pungent maggots lie
Grime and soot, they fill me
Not wannth enough to cl)'

but passage to a fierce wine!.
Go south flow glorious fountains,

In mine eyes, I see sm~oth silk,
The moon, 'she' glows like cheese
,,"
~\
No more pride, do I own
,
..,,,
ig4
"Got any spare change, please.
:r;.\ '"
~~;;.\
The wealthy donned in jeweleay
~~f~
~~~j,!f'
Appendages idly bathed in silk
'~~~~~~{~~{gi}Y
With eyelids down, my age reels l.?C!ck ~~~~:-7\"
To cmdling anns- to sweet and giVing ml~~$.t;:"~!
.;:'~~i.\:.t:

:~t

the stature of Greece,

and a few scattered objects d'art .

Once, undaunted virgin babe
.
Lineless features, and strength aboundl:

,:~l.
sirens

barrels of oil,

No pressing lips, nor passion-wet
Sees me where I roam.

such as this.

All these things, I'd do without
Just to have a home.

dedicated Ia 'he San Franci.co Homeless
Juneltto

-

-"=~-.;"
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Men's. hoop team soars to rare Opinion
roadS.WeepDye
nets300thvictory The good life?
in 17-yearcareer
~:::::~~ht
by Jim Covillon

The University News
This has been an inconsistant
season for the men's basketball
team, with a great start shattered
once Big Sky Conference play began. The season became worse
when the thought of the Broncos
making the end of season tournament was doubtful. But Crunch
Time /Show Time is here and it
appears that the Broncos are making up for early losses by peaking at
the right time of the season with
momentum and wins on their side.
On Feb. 14, the Broncos gave
BSU fans a loving gift; a key victory
over Idaho State, beating the
Bengals 75 - 65 at home; This
critical win (all remaining games
are critical now) moved the Broncos into a tie with Weber State for
fifth place. The game was marked
by hard, physical play culminating
in two technical fouls. ISU's
Buckmon had one called on him
with the other foul being charged to
BSU's bench, none other than Coach
Bobby Dye. Coach Dye was clearly
upset with some of the calls being
made by the officials and he vociferously and vehemently made his
views known.
This hard fought game stepped
up the intensity level for BSU who
clearly lacked this attribute just a
few short weeks ago. TanokaBeard
scored 22 poinlS followed by leff
Sanor with 15. Lance Vaughn had
13and Michael Trotterfinished with
12. Frank Robinson, the football
walk-on, ran all over the court in his
home game debut, adding his own
highlights with hisintense,agressive
play. A key 3-point shot was made
by him to give BSU the lead by 4
with less than three minutes left in
the game. Great foul shooting down
the stretch helped obtain the win,
another aspect of a total game that
had been lacking in the past. An
interesting aspect of this game was

watching Coach Dye juggling
players on the floor when three
starters (Beard, Fikes, Jones) got
into foul trouble with two apiece in
the first half.
On SaL, Feb. 16 BSU finally
won three games in arow by defeating the Montana State University
Bobcats in the Pavilion. The final
score was 75-65. This victory
moved the Broncos into sole position offourth place in the Big Sky
Conference standings, improving
their record to six wins and six
losses.
BilIy Fikes had a great game
scoring 19 points, getting four assists and grabbing 8 rebounds while
being hampered all week with
stomach problems. It seems as if
muscles were pulled in an earlier
game. Jeff Sanor was the Broncos
Big Sky "Athlete of the Week"
nomineefo~hisperformancein wins
over ISU and Montana State.
In Reno, Nev. on Feb. 21, the
Broncos cranked up their defense
to a new level in order to defeat the
University of Nevada by a score of
53-48.
It turned out that this was the
Iirst time in 12 years that the Wolf
Pack was held below 50 points.
Tenacious defense and great reboundin~ wrapped this one up for
BSU. Michael Trotter came off the
bench and scored 17 points. Mike's
broken wrist was hurting but he
managed to also grab nine rebounds.
Tanoka Beard matched Mike with
17 points of his own.
Itgives one a great feeling to see
the Broncos pull off wins over the
leading teams in the conference after being beaten by them earlier in
the season. The University of
Montana is in first place and the
Wolf Pack is in second place in Big
Sky Conference standings ..
The Broncos even entertain the
possibity of overtaking the Idaho
Vandals for third place in the conference.

by Greg Knight

The University News
The BSU men's basketball team
continued to roll toward a playoff
showdown with the league's best as
they walked past the Northern Arizona Lumberjacks 73-61.
In addition to playoff maneuvering, the game held additional significance for the Broncos since it
pushed head coach Bobby Dye,
BSU's all time winningest coach,
over the 300 victory plateau in his
17th year of coaching college basketball. His record now stands at
140-87 at BSU and 300-164 overall.
Against the league's most pathetic team, a team which would
probably' lose to Centennial High
School, the Broncos struggled for
most of the game in Flagstaff's thin
air. With eight minute's left in the
gameBSU (16-9,8-6) ledNAU (11~, 4-21) by only five points and
Bronco fans prayed for a tum of
fortune.
The Broncos, however, soon adjusted to the 7.000-foot elevation
and out gunned the flailing Jacks.
Led by Jeff Sanor's 16 points and
five rebounds, and Tanoka Beard's
14 points, BSU continued to prove
to the)eague that they have the
ability to take the Big Sky Conference Championship, no matter who
hosts the event.
Completing only the second ever
road sweep of Nevada and NAU
(1988-89 was the first), BSU moved
to within one game of Idaho (8-4 in
league) who the Brocos host in the
BSUPavilion on Thursday. A game
which the Broncos must win if they
hope to assert themselves as a conference power.
The game also held special significance for BSU junior Billy Fikes,
who returned to home to play in
front of his freinds and scored ten

.. -

FOOTBALL
T-SHIRT DESIGN CONTEST
First Place: $100.00 BSU Bookstore Gift Certificate Plus T-Shirt
imprinted with wtnnmg design.
Second Place: $50.00 BSU Bookstore Gift Certificate ..
Third Place: $25.00 BSU Bookstore Gift Certificate.
Entry Deadline: Friday, March 15, 1991.
For more infonnation call: Donna Hatman 385-3811
Pick up Contest Rules At:

lFiE
B()C)KITORE
•
Bois.eStateUniversity
STORE HOURS: YOndoy Illll T-,
1:00 0..... 7:00 p.m.
W-,.fridIJ
1:00 o.m.·6:oo p.m .• ~,
10:00 .0."':1:00 p.m.

points and pulled down four boards.
Also recording solid performances
for the Broncos were Vince Hizon,
whobustedoutofhisscoringslump'
in the previous game against Nevada, and Michael Trotter with
seven points a piece, and Archie
Wright and Dan Jones with six each.
Rounding out BSU's scoring was
Lance Vaughn with five and football crossover Frank Robinson with
two.
The game was also special to
Dye who struggled through a poor
season last year onll to have his
team on the brink 0 receiving an
invitation to the big dance this season. The Broncos are peaking and
have already beaten the Montana
Grizzlies, who in all likelihood will
host this year's post season toumamen ..
Dye began his coaching career
at Fullerton State where he won a
PCAA championship in 1975-76
and led the Titans to the NCAA
final eight in 1977-78. The reserved coach spent only two seasons at Cal-State Bakersfield, but
both seasons his under dog squad
advanced to the NCAA-II final
four.
Dye's next challenge was to tum
a dismal BSU team-a teamwhich
had struggled through 11 losing
seasons in the previous 13. Since
hisap-pearanceon the scene in 1982,
Dye s troops have had three 20-win
seasons, and the once vacant BSU
pavilion has become the epitome of
a home court advantage in the Big
Sky Conference.
With the Broncos peaking at the
opportune time, and with almost
the entire cast returning next season, Dye once again has the Broncos on the verge of the Big Dance.

With the salaries of professional
athletes soaring through the roofs
of coliseums, pavilions and sports
arenas throughout the nation, I decided a prescription for attaining
such lofty monetary status was long
overdue.
To start with. domineering parents are a must. Just look at that
robo-quarterback
in California.
Groomed for stardom since his
youth, the blonde bornber has never
eaten a ,cheeseburger, but he has
been caught in possession of cocaine-heIl he meetsone of the first
requirements of a professional athlete right there.
FoIlowing a childhood consisting of mostly running and lifting, a
potential pro is ready for the high
pressureworIdofhigh school sports.
Those ever interfering classes pose
quite a threat to workouts, but the ar
of avoiding lectures will come in
quite handy in college. Therefore,
the first thing a high school coach
(usually a college athlete wanna-be
named Smith or Jones) teaches his
players is theskill of looking occupied in one of only three classesthe rest consisting of weight training and running-while
really perusing playbooks. All this experience is necessary if one wants to
compete in' college or become a
high school coach.
Those skills mastered, next
comes the highlight of high school
sports: The coIlege recruiting trip.
An athlete is given three such fully
paid trips to the University of choice,
complete with all the booze one can
drink and a girl. Ofcoursewomen's
sports aren't full of such debauchery, since they still reside in the
dark ages of athletics where an individual competes for the fun of the
game. But back to the pimple-faced
high school kid, who, when once a
coIlege has been chosen and the
entrance exams bogused to the point
of admittance, coasts through the
last semester of high school.
Once upon the coIlege scene an
athlete gets hit in the face with big
time athletics, and at the same time
a realization of "Hey, these guys
reaIly know how to cheat." And
even though the athlete can not receive financial compensation for
game performances, under the table
pay-offs and $100 handshakes more
than make up for any lost revenue.
Of course no university sports program is complete without the inept
athletic director and crooked coach.
The A.D. lounges in box seats and
grovels with the best of them to
keep Joe athlete out of jail for battery. Such bull shooting is also
necessary to appropriate "benefits"
for all of school's athletes. The
coach's job is even more difficult-week in and week out the toughest
decision is, "Who should I give my
complimentary game tickets to?"
Once through the "amateur"
world of sports, one out of every
100,000 athletes who played in high
school (of course the rest are coaching ~y now) advances to the professlonal ranks where thebig money
can be. made, and the experience
learned in coIlege is invaluable.
Of course every player needs an
angle; like aPorsche earned in col.
lege or eating raw eggs and beer for
breakfast, anything to earn a shoe or
beer endorsement. Maybe-even 11
Continued

on

page 18 .
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tretch's dream tournament BSU Gymnasts set
A basketball story season high mark
Looking back in retrospect
I should have seen it coming.
It was only a matter of time
before coach Bobby Dye put
togetheranother miracle force
that would bound into the the
big party, the big dance, the
final 64 teams in the NCAA
tourney known to hoop buffs
as March Madness.
The trek began on the
coldestMarch 9 in the history
of Missoula, Montana. The
thermometer read 48 .below
zero, but the action was hot
insideDahlberg Arena where
the BSU Broncos met the
Idaho State Bengals in the
Championship game of the
Coors Light Big Sky ConferenceBasketball Tournament.
The Bengals fought their way
. from the sixth seed position
to gain a berth in the championshipgame by upsetting host
Montana.
The game was a typical
BSU-ISU blood bath. The
teams combined for a tournament record 57 personal
fouls with the Broncos
emerging from the battle with
a57-50victory due to accurate
free throw shooting by the
Broncos.
The Broncos entered the
NCAAWest Regional in Salt
Lake City, Utah with the
number 15 seed; thus avoiding a first round game with
theUniversity of Nevada- Las
VegasRunning Rebels led by
Tark the Shark. Instead the
Broncos were thrown into the
pit against the Arizona Wildcats. Tonaka Beard played a
stellargame, scoring 34 points
including the game winning
free throws with only 3.2
seconds remaining on the

clock. Arizona's last ditch
bomb banged off the back of
therim. Final score: BSU61,
UofA59.
BSU met UCLA in the
second round and had a surprisingly easy time winning
by 14 over the highly ranked
Bruins. The Bruins were visibly frustrated by the Broncos,
and the pesky defensive play
of guards Lance Vaughn, and
Grayle Humphries. Final
score: BSU 74, UCLA 60.
The Broncos cruised into
the Sweet Sixteen and were
forced to deal with Jerry
Tarkanian's Running Rebs.
Taking up where Princeton left
off in December, Dye implemented the ultimate patience
game and completely stymied
the Rebels. The Broncos shot
100 percent from the floor and
95 percent from the charity
stripe. The Rebels on the other
hand couldn't buy a basket to
save their lives. The entire
nation went nuts when the final horn sounded and the
bookies in Vegas lost their
shirts. Final score: BSU 45,
UNLV34.
The Cinderella team from
Boise locked horns with another running team to gain an
invite to the "Final Four."
Squaring off against Tom
Penders and the University of
Texas Longhorns, the Broncos
shifted gears into overdrive
and beat the horns at their own
game. Billy Fikes and Dan
Jones scored 27 points apiece
and Michael Trotter and Jeff
Sanor added 22 each as the
Broncos scorched the pine
under their feet. Although the
margin of victory was slim,
the Broncos none-the-less left

with their bags packed for
Indianapolis, Indiana. Final
score: BSU 129, UT 126. The Broncos matched up
against Dean Smith's North
Carolina Tar Heels in the first
of the Final Four games. The
game was methodically
played on both ends of the
court by both teams, slow
patient offense and tight man
defense. The whole nation
was behind the Broncos and
Dye really began to shine
going head to head against
one of the greatest coaches to
ever take the floor. It was
neck and neck all the way
until the final moments when
Vince Hizon was called for a
foul as he dove for a loose
ball. Hizon got up but
sprained his wrist from the
fall. North Carolina (which
was in the bonus) sank both
free throws. With only 2.1
seconds lefton the clock, walk
on freshman Tom Myhre
heaved a sixty-nine foot shot
that rippled the twine and the
Broncos were in the final
game. Final score: BSU 61,
UNC60.
The final game pitted Dye
against the General, Bobby
Knight of Indiana, but the
game nevertook place. Right
before-rip-off I was unceremoniously shaken from the
deep slumber I was enjoying
in Dan Morris' CM 273
course. Ah, what could have
been. If only I had had Dan
on Tuesday and Thursday
with those longer, drawn out
classes.
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by Greg Knight
The Untversity News

Corvalis to compete in Saturday's
Sbanico Inn-Vitationalagainsthost
Oregon State (ranked 3rd)j, AriThe BSU gymnastics team zona (No.7) and Stanford (No.
broke into the nation's top 20 for 23).
In Corvalis, the team soared and
the first time following a score of
186.20 against Seattle Pacific and tied their sesaon high of 187.20
Bri~ham Young in the Pavilion fustattained the night before. OSU,
during the President's Day Week- ranked number 2 in thenation, won
the meet with a score of 193.85.
end ..
The gymnasts followed up their Arizonaplacedsecond with 189.70,
performance with a season high followed by Stanford at 188.35 and
score of 187.20 on Fri., Feb. 22 BSU.
Leading the way for the Bronagainst the University of Washington and California-Davis in Seattle. cos were Debbie Justus and Anne
Chrissy Koennecker and Liz Staker in the all-around competiSeeley led the way for the Broncos tion. Staker scored 38.1OandJustus
37.30.
with a one two finish on the vault
The Broncos were gearing up
Anne Staker also took a home a
for this weekend's tournament in
frrstplacefinish with a score of9.6
the BSU Pavilion. The March 2
on the bars.
The Seattle scores should pro- event begins at 2:00 p.m, Travelpel the Broncos higher in the ling to Boise to face BSU is the
nation's standings.
The team University of Washington, and
traveled down Interstate 5 to Utah State.

Women's

track

team places 2nd

by Greg Knight

The University News
The BSU women's indoor track
and field team was in action last
Saturday at the Intermountain
Championships in pocatello.
The Bronco women finished
second with 78 points behindWeber
State which scored 92. Idaho State
was third with a score of 74, and
five other teams trailed.
Placing high for the women were
Christine Johnson and Gloria
Dillard. Johnson, making the transition from volleyball, won the high
jump competition by leaping 5-9,
while Dillard placed second in the
shot put with a toss of 46-6.
Even though the Bronco Men
were idle, BSU's Chris Sweeting, a
two-sport athlete who doubles a
streaking wide receiver on the blue
turf during autumn, placed second
in both the 55 meters and 200. His
,

...-. .... -,

Sweeting places
second--twice
time in the 55 was 6.43 while he
crossed the line in 22.12 in the 200.
The 1991 Big Sky Conference
Indoor Track and Field Championships is slated for March 1-2 In the
Holt Arena in Pocatello.
The 1991 NCAA Indoor Championships are slated for Indianapolis, Ind. on March 9-10.
Following that tournament, the
Bronco men and women gear up for
the more popular outdoor season
which gets under way on March 23.
BSU's first home meet is April 6
against Idaho State.
The Athletic Departmenthasalso
announced that they plan to submit
a bid to host the 1994 NCAA Outdoor Championships. Boise's altitude and fine June weather make
hosting the event a reality.
,
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LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!

•

Famous U.S. Women's Ski Team Diet

:

During the non-snow off season the U.S. Women's Alpine Ski Team
members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. That's right20 pounds in 14 days! The basis ofthcdiet is chemical food action and was devised
by a famous Colorado physician especially for the U.S. Ski Team. Normal energy
is maintained (very important!) while reducing. You keep "full" - no starvation
_ because the diet is designed that way. 1t's a diet that is easy to follow whether

•

you work, travel or stay at home.
<;>
This is, honestly, a fantastically successful diet. If it weren't, the U.S.
Women's Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it! Right? So, give yourself the
same break the U.S. Ski Team gets. Lose weight the scientific, proven way. Even
if you've tried all the other diets, you owe it to yourself to try the U.S. Women's Ski
Team Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in two weeks. Order
today. Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only $10.00 (SI0.50 forRushService)to: SllmQulk, P.O. Box 103,
Dept. 2R, Hayden, 10 83835, Don't order unless you want.to.lose 20 pounds in
two weeks! Because that's what t~c SkiTcam Di~.t will do. ©19"·)·
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BSU w()men bounced from Sky playoffs
Varbanova leads way against Idaho
by Jim Covillon

The University News
LastThursdayevening,Feb.21,
in the BSU Pavilion, the BSU
women's basketball team defeated
the Idaho Vandals in a critical game
. by the score of 72 - 66.
The game was critical since the
Broncos were in fifth place before
the victory and only the top four
teams qualify for the end of season.
tournament. The game was dedicated to senior Becky Sievers who
was playing in her last home game.
A new BSU scoring record was
set by sensational Lydia Varbanova
who finished the game with a BSU
womens record of 37 points. She
started off on a scoring streak getting the Broncos first nine points.

Except for Varbanova's play and at
times the team showing flashes of
brilliance, BSU played sloppy and
squandered a9 point halftime lead.
When the second half started the
Vandals went on a 15 to 6 point run
and took the lead 48-46 with 13
minutes left in the game. The last
minutes of the game wrapped it up
for the Broncos and was marked by
a great demonstration of passing as
Varbanova fired a pass to Lyndsie
Rico who quickly dished off to
Wendy Myers. This put BSU ahead
68-66 and the Vandals could not
score in the time remaining.
The impressive point to remember is that Becky Seivers is the only
senior to leave. With Varbanova
getting better and better every time

ISU ends BSU playoff hope
by Greg Knight

The Broncos kept the game close
most of the game, but were never
able to overcome the Bengals who
benefitted from playing on their
home court. Leading the way for
The Idaho State University
Bengals formally eliminated the the Broncos was Becky Sievers with
BSU women from post season ac- 16 and Lidiya Varbanova with 15.
BSU's remaining games are this
tion with a 66-62 victory on SatThursday in Moscow against the
urday night in PocateIlo.
Amidst the gloomy backdrop of Idaho Vandals, and on Saturday in
the Holt-Arena Minidome, the Cheney against Eastern Washington University. Even though the
Bengals' Greta Garver knocked
Broncos are out of the playoff picdown 22 points to lead ISU (15-11,
9-5) in VICtory. The Broncos (1O~ ture, the team hopes to win both
road affairs.
15,7,7) could still tie the Bengals
The Women's Big Sky Conferby winning both of its remaining
games and hope that ISU loses two, ence Basketball Tournament will
however, theBellt!als would qualify be held Mar. 8-9 in Missoula on the
court of the University of Montana
for the playoffs throI:~h the teague's
Grizzlies.
tie-breaking formula.
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Janet Soderberg

photo by Brian Becker
(22) and SheIly Wright (24) stuff Idaho's Smith

During our One Day Certificate
§Jlk, you can buy certificates for

Perms at a 50% discount off the
regularprice including cut, shampoc
and style. The certificates will only
be offered on Feb. 25, but they can
be redeemed any time from 3/1/91
through 2/29/92. So call or come i
And buy as many as you want

to

save all year long. You can even
use your charge. REG $50, SALE
PRICE: $25.00.
THE

HAIR

SALON

.$EARS
Boise Towne Square Mall
375-1333

CMEl Rl!O's ell""""'" 199

, -;;,:!~.:,

she goes on the court, a strong bench'
with players
such as Janet
Sonderberg, Heather Sower, et, aI.,
the Broncos appear to 100m large in
the future. Freshman sensation Barb
Koenig worked the ball like Magic
Johnson, the problem was that until
the team gets used to her sharp,
crisp passes many will end up
thrown away.
The Broncos face the Idaho State
Bengals on Sat. Feb. 23 in what is
nearly amust game for the Broncos.
The Bengals are currently in fourth
place just ahead of BSU, however,
the Broncos musttravel to Pocatello
for the game in the omnivorous
Holt Mini Dome.

players from page 16
music video, In addition to prevent
. any Unforeseen pitfalls, a long term
no-cut contract is necessary. And
even if a rookie only makes one
million a year, nightly parties are at
the finger tips of the athlete. The
smartest athletes even studied the
A.D. and coach, and now knows
how to avoid jail and fights over
free seats.
What a way to go. The pro is
now ready for retirement and a spot
on the Senior's Golf Tour,' ana
eventually a return to sport-often
times even a different one--for a
"comeback." From grade school
hero to professional sports star
without ever performing a day's
work, but everyone knows that stories such as this appear only in fiction. Don't we?
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WORKSHOPS

FOCUS ON RELIEVING

TEST-TAKING

ANXIETY
By Donna Bankhead

The University News
It's three o'Clock in the moming.
Thebed sheets are pulled out from
under the mattress and are twisted
aroundyour legs and waist. You're
pantingheavily, sweat is glistening
on your writhing body, and a low
moanescapes from your parted lips.
You've been rolling around on the
bed for hours and finally you can't
standanymore. With a final spasm
of strength, you raise your exhaustedbody, flip on the light, grab
your history notes for ~morr<?w's
mid-term,and cram until class ume,
Soundfamiliar? Test anxiety is a
commonaffliction suffered by college students from freshmen to
graduatelevel. The symptoms range
fromsleeplessness the night before
a test to sweaty palms and heart

palpitations during a test. Often the
student's exam performance is affected by this fear and nervousness.
But there is help for test anxiety
sufferers and it's right here on campus. The Counseling and Testing
Center on the sixth floor of the
Education Building offers workshops to help students successfully
manage test related anxiety.
Sue Saldin, a counselor for the
Counseling andTesting Center,said
the workshops are popular among
BSU students.
"We get freshmen who are facing
their first set of mid-terms or finals,
and we also work with people who
are preparing for their GRE," she
said.
The workshops focus on relieving
the anxiety that comes from test-

taking.
"First, we look at kind of an overall view of what test anxiety is, and
then we look at different things that
can contribute to it," Saldin said.
Students are helped to identify the
areas that are most problematic for
them, and then are taught to deal
with those areas.
"We look at things like reading
and study skills, time management.
and some strategies fortaking tests,"
said Saldin. "We also talk about
how our attitudes can influence our
performance."
Different types of tests require
different approaches, Saldin said.
Preparing for an essay test, for example, is different from preparing
for a multiple choice exam.
"We look at real specific things

that people can do in terms of testtaking," she said.
.
So far the workshops have been
very effective.
"People have come back and said.
'Oh, I tried that last week in my
math test and that one idea made all
the difference for me .?'
Participants in the workshops
agree. "Wonderful" is the way one
student described the workshop she
attended.
"I feel much better about myself
and my abilities. It's nice to know
there is support when one needs it,"
she said.
The leadership of the workshop
groups vary. Senior staff members
(psychologists and licensed counselors), graduate student interns
working on their masters degrees in

counseling, and undergraduate
paraprofessionals who are trained
specifically for group leadership
have allied test anxiety workshops.
Groups have 10 to 12 student members.
The workshops meet for a three- ~
and-a-half hour session on a Saturday morning, or for two-hour sessions on two consecutive Mondays
and Wednesdays. There are six
scheduled workshops remaining in
the spring semester. Of the six, two
are workshops for non-traditional
students. If you are interested in
any of the workshops, contact the
Counseling and Testing Center at
385-1601.

Mter all, you've got better things
to do at 3 am. than worry about
tests!

Masonry apprenticeship program got off to fast and succesful start
By Amy Stahl
Special to the University News
BSU's .masonry apprenticeship
program got off to a fast and successful start this fall, said Rosie
Rosco, apprenticeship manager at
BSU's College of Technology.
Ten apprentices are enrolleged in
the three-year program which was
developed through a joint effort of
area masonry contractors and suppliers. BSU and the U.S. Department of Labor's Bureau of
AprrenticehipandTraining. Appli-

cations are still being accepted for
prospective students and job seekers interested in enrolling in the
program.
The new training opportunity is
critical to meet the growing demand for skilled masonry workers
in southwestern Idaho's busy construction industry, Rosco said.
Bob Kohnke of CM Company reported earlier this year in the Southwestern Idaho Masonry Advisory
Committee newsletter that the construction craft industry will see an

increase of more than 800,000 jobs
between 1989 and the year 2000.
As a result, more than 200,000 new
craft workers are needed each year
to meet industry demand.
Further, the average age of today's
craftsmen is 54-56-years-old, with
many expected to retire in about
five years, said Gary Arambarri,
outreach director at the College of
Technology .
"There are not sufficient numbers
of young people to meet the backfill
of retirement," Arambarrisaid. "It's

also very difficult now to get good sory Committee, which is made up
of industry professionals and adqualified help.n

To earn an apprenticeship certificate, the students must complete
144-160 hours per year of related
classroom lab work, in addition to
on-the-job training. The program
instructors are Eugene Pullman of
the Idaho Division of Public Works
and Richard Dooms of Carl Dice
Masonry.
.
Arambarri said the program's success thus far is due to the hard work
of the tt-member Masonry Advi-

ministrators. The committee helped
set up the program, which follows
guidelinesestablished by the Bureau
of Apprenticeship and Training
using a curriculum provided by the
Associated Builders and Contractors. Contractors and suppliers interested in getting involved in the
program are greatly encouraged to
do so, Rosco said.
For additional information, call
Rosco at 385-1974.

Now you can afford to dream in C010[
If you thought that finding a color
Macintosh*system you could afford
was just a dream, then the new affordable Macintosh LCis a dream
come true.
The Macintosh LCis rich in color. Unlike many computers that can display
only 16colors at once, the Macintosh LCexpands your palette to 256 colors.
It also comes with a microphone and new soundlnpu; technology that lets
you personalize your work by adding voice or other sounds.
like every Macintosh computer, the LCis e~y .to set up and easy to
master. And it runs thousands of available applicanons that all work 10 the
same, consistent way-so once you've leamed one program, you're ~ll
on your way to learning them all. The Macintosh LCeven lets you share mformation with someone who uses a different type of computer-thanks to
the versatile Apple*SuperDrive~ which can read from and write to Macintosh,
MS·DOS,OS/2, and Apple II floppy disks. . . .
.
rake a look at the Macintosh 1C and see what It gives you.Then pinch
yourself. It's better than a dream-it's a Macintosh.

For more information please visit the

Business Building Room 116
385·1398
.
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The power to be your best:"
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,BSU construction management
program fills niche in industry
By Amy Stahl
Special tothe University News

',p-,

Marv Gabert said his students
are gamblers. Not literally, of
course. You're more likely to
find the 80 students enrolled in
BSU'sconstructionmanagement
program hitting the books than
lounging in a casino.
But Gabert, who is head of
BSU's four-year construction
management program, said his
smdentshave been known to take
a chance on a career in their fastpaced industry.
"They're doers," he said of his
students. "They have some gambling blood in their veins and
they're willing to take a risk.
A majority of the students have
been employed in the construction industry for two to 10 years
and are willing to bank on aBSU
degree to help them jump from
laborinto the management ranks,
Gabert said.
The program, which is part of
the College of Technology's
School of Applied Technology,
, is designed to create a solid foundation for funire managers by
blending business and engineering with an emphasis on construction courses, he said. The
curriculum includes general
education requirements such as
English and social studies, and
business courses in. accounting
and labor relations inaddition to
engineering and construction
classes.
Construction classes include
courseworkin blueprintcommunieations, contracts and specifications, equipment, soil mechanics, bidding, scheduling,
mechanical installations and
other topics.
Enrollment has quickly grown
and has stabilized with three fulltime instructors teaching 80 students,sevenofwhomarewomen.
Gabert said he would like to see,
about 100 smdents in the pr0gram, which is housed in the
university's new College ofTechnology Building on UniversityDrive.
Like many ofBSU's programs,
CM's scope goes beyond the
classroom to include internships,
which the students may elect to
take, as well as periodic field
trips.
CM student Philip Nordquist

said the flied trips are invaluable
when
coupled
with the
coursework. Nordquist. a 26year-old senior from Moscow
who has had several jobs inresidential construction, said his
classes have visited a road construction project near Lowman, a
CAT dealership and an airport
fire station, among other sites.
Nordquistsaid hehas benefitted
from all the field trips but was
particularly intrigued by a trip to
a rock-crushing operation near
Highway 55 at Hill Road.
"It especially helped me because being in residential building,Ididn'tgettoseerockcrushing and those kinds of things,"
Nordquist said. "It was definitelya treat,"
As a member of the Construction Management Association,
Nordquist also has gotten some
on-the-job experience in several
volunteer project, CMA is an
award-winningsbJdentgroupthat
has worked on park installations
at the Veterans Administration
hospital, built a portable booth
for the Head Smart helmet program and moved equipment for
theBSU gymnastics team, among
other projects.
One of the club's more visible
efforts was concrete work completed on the Morrison-Knudsen
Observatory,aninterpretivearea
near the Boise River behind the
Department of Fish and Game
headquarters. Nordquist, who is
theCollegeoITechnology'sonly
member in the select BSU Ambassadors, said he's proud of the
group's involvement with the
observatol)' •
"It was nice to be able to go
there and how my friends. I like
being able to show off what we
(CMsbJdents) can do to the community," he said.
Nordquist will have another
opportunity to demonstrate the '
skills he's learned at BSU when
he remms to Utah for a second
summer working at Gilbert
Western, a Salt Lake City construction firm. He'll be happy to
receive his hard-eamed degree
and is looking forward toacareer
in the heavy-construction industry.
Mter years of schooling'und
experience in thefield,Nordquist
is confident that he's found his
niche at Gilbert Western.
"It's exactly whatI was looking
for," he said.

NO GIMMICKS-EXTRA
INCOME NOWI
ENVELOPE
STUFFING-$600-$800
every
week-Free Details:
SASE to
Brooks International, Inc., P.O.
Box #680084,
Orlando,
FL
32868.
Looking for a fraternIty, sorority or student organIzation
that would like to earn $500$1000 for a one week on-campus marketing project. Must be
organized and hard working.
Call Cynthia or Jeanine at (800)
592-2121 ext. 120.
Chrlstmas,Sprlng
break,
Summer TRAVEL FREE, Air
Couriers needed and cruiseship
jobs. Call 1-805-682-7555 ext.
F-1434.
ASSEMBLER!
earn as much
as $980.00 weekly working part!
full-time for our Company at
home easy work anyone can
do. Call amazing Recorded
Message 1-212-978-3440
24
hrs.
Read Books for pay-$45,OOO
per Annual Income potential.
Call for amazing details 24 hrs.
1-212-978-3835.
DREAM JOBS NOWI
SPRING/SUMMER
Want a paid vacation in paradise? Hawaii,California, Florida,
cruise ships, natl. parks & more.
1OO'sof addressesltelephone #s
guaranteed.
Call 1-900-226-2644 $3/min.
AMUSEMENT PARKS,
'Holiday Resorts, Disneyland,
6 Flags, are hiring. Great fun
and get paid too! Reserve position by calling 1-805-682-7555
ext. K-1364.
The Academic AdvlslnQ Center for studenUathletes IS currently accepting application for
tutors. The positions that are
being filled include mathematics, biology, education, engineering, physics, chemistry,
statistics,
accounting,
and
english. If you are interested
please call.385-11 03 or stop by
the Pavilion, entrance #3 and
askforFred Goodeor Dan Pavel.
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SCHOLARSHIPS,

FELLOW-

NEED A CAR?
Here is a beautiful little bronze
beastie that goes by the name of
Audi. Born in 1978, this Audi
5000 has a new transmission
and Torque converter. All tuned
up and ready to go for only
$850.00 Sunroof and front wheel
drive. Call 342-6257, leave a
meassage for Pat.
Artie Cat 5000 Snowmobile,
1978 Good shape. Ready to go.
345-0998.
I have a Pepsi Machine that I
must sell to maintain my status
as a student at this institute of
higher learning. It works great
for any 120z. beverage.(And I
mean any beverage!)
All this
could be yours for $250.00!
(Which you could get back in a
mere month or two!) Call Ray
336-2181.
Windsurfers
Check it out--spring is coming.
Windsurfer
"One-design"
for
sale. I must let this easy sailing
board go for 200.00 OBO. Includes' all rigging 2 sails and
other hardware. Call Spike @
336-2181.
2 United Airline tickets to
Boston, MA. Leaving Boise
Mar. 7 returning Mar. 11. Date's
may be changed as Iongastravel.
completed by Mar. 15. $335
each. Phone 888-9163.
City
may change as well.
HP Desk Jet 500 Laser quality
printer, PC Magizine Editor's
choice 300X300 dpi graphics
output, only $499. Macintosh
version with Apple Talk $650.
,Prices include cable. MClVisa
Oregon Digital 337-1521.
1984 Chevy Cavalier.
Beats
Walkin'! Clean, sharp, strong.
323-0051. $2,600.00.
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Have a CONFLICT or two???
Call 385-1440 and ask for
Student Mediation Services.
A new service available to
students in need of a helping
hand and best of all it's
FREE ..
Adult Children
Anonymous
Meeting
Monday, Tuesday 12-1
SPEC Blue room
Open meetings
AAmeetings
12-1 Monday thru Friday
University
Christian
Church
Room 4
SOURCEQUESTI
Your information center for research papers. Any subject.
1-800-927-34907
IF YOU ARE A HEALTHY
ACCOMPLISHED
MALE
this is an invitaion to you to par.
ticipate in our donor cryobank
program. There is a tremendous
need for sperm donors. We are
a non-profit cryobank devoted
to prOViding insemination materials to couples who suffer from
infertility. Our donors are not
paid. but donate out of an enlightened generosity.
Donors
are selected nationally, and need
not be local. Complete protocol
is provided.
If you would like
more information reqarding this
worthwhile program, please call
or write: FCMP.O. Box 9449
Moscow, ID 83843 (208) 8835511.
Wedding
photography
doesn't need to beexpenslvel
We offer quality, professional
wedding coverage at prices the
students can afford. Call us at
Sundance Photo to find out how
we can fill your photographic
needs: 343-1416 or 378-4577.
Use the money YOU'll save with
us and have a nicer honeymoon.

PERSONALS
Roommate(s) Wanted
We have 2 rooms open to Male/
Female students with socially
redeeming qualities. Beautiful5

Hi!
My name is Anthony Davis. I
s
h'
f
P
P ()
~~ ~~~~~~gl'~ ~4 i~~rSe~,~.

~~1~!~~~~~~~~~~?;,2gL!~rgO~,

~0n~o~~~1~n:~e :;~ t~a~~l~g:
My Address:
1990 E. Landis Ave
Vineland N.J. 08360
Welcome and best of Luck to

pet options available, new carpet, kitchen flooring, etc. All this
for the low-low price of about
$150.00, utilities are included.
Call Dave, Ramone, and Spike
at 336-2181.

SHIPS , GRANTS , ED'S SER VICESBOX3006BOSTON,MA
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Alpha
Chi Omega's
new
pledges, Mara, Dawn, and Tara .
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SUbmitapplicatl~n packet to Dr. Dan Morris, eM 224.
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A Leo moon on Monday should
make it much easier to get going.
Straighten out misunderstanding
between friends or lovers early
Tuesday, when Venus and
Jupiter promote generosity and .
forgiveness. Tuesday, in fact, is
exceptionally congenial all day.
The full moon on Thursday
.influences Ihe remainder of the
week. It favors all sorts of work',
including cramming for exams,
cleaning up and preparing for big
social events this weekend; you'll
have plenty of company at the
laundromat. Single out one poor
health habit and give it up on
Thursday; the full moon will help
you stick to your resolution. The
Libra moon on Friday and
Saturday is a strong impetus to
get together with someone
special.
ARIES (March 21-April 19).
Flirting should be on your list of
~Edward Julius
Collegiate
CW8716
do's Monday and Tuesday; keep
in mind that the coming weekend
47 Hiss Gabor
12 Antiseptic
ACROSS
is great for first dates. The full
48 MenuItem
15 Involving punillhmoon in your house of health can
ment
1 Like test scores. 50 Fee11ng regret
51 French for eight
17 Prevent
be a time when stress and poor
sometimes
52 Shakespeare's river, 20 Gibbon
7 Street workers
eating habits bring you down
et at ,
23 Mythological
13 Famousgangster
(your sign typically eats too fast,
54
India
creature
14Fierce feline
55 Travesty
24 Having a chat
sometimes without bothering to
15Paralyzes
56 Mexican shawls
27 Relative of the
16Li ke a zebra
sit down). Give up eating a
5B
Philippine
civet
18Island
particular junk food starting on
headhunters
2B Small songbirds
19 Ballou
60 Shoot over again
31 Part of TGIF
Thursday. On Sunday, give your
21 Cubic meter
61 Geological period
33 ComedianLouis 22 "Untouchables"
dad a call. Much can be gained
62
Unusual
feats
36
Israeli
dances
character
63 Like relief work
37 Hardy and North
from hanging around with
23 Frolie about
3B Stool
25 Do newspaper
teachers or other older-and wiser
39 Obviously factual
DOWN
work
types. Get tedious work out of the
. statements
26 8lack cuckoo
40 Longer and leaner
1 Type of triangle
way before the weekend.
27 Mills
41 Brain cell
2 Suntl10ns
(2 wds.)
29 de France
TAURUS (April20-May 20).
42
Thrownout
3
Orbital
point
30Li ke sometest
Spend Monday through Wednes43 Coin Inscriptions
4Lane
graders
46 ContaI ner
5 Chemical suffix
day getting caught up On all your
32 Wrench
49 Throw Into dis6 Say at great
34 Razingmaterial
duties, since it's going to be an
order
length
35Be nosy
51 Leverets
exceptionally interesting week36Position of uneasi- 7 Placards
53 Gyrate
B Statute
end. A relationship with a caring
ness(2 wds.)
55
Points
in
geometry
9 -llbre
40 Compared
woman ( the mother type) is
,
57 Youngpig
.
10
Type
style
44 Endingfor pay
59 Region of India
mutually helpful on Tuesday. TIle'
45,P',lanheaddresses 11 Tricked (2 wds.)
full moon on Thursday is in your
romance sector; make the most
of it with a sweet Cancer or
Pisces. However, iI's best to skip
that fascinating Scorpio for nowyou've already got enough on
your mind. Friday is strong for
settling .your differences quite
amicably. Clean house and
entertain on Saturday and
Sunday.
GEMINI (May 21..June 21).
Monday and Tuesday are
delightfully social; your classes
will have a lively air and plenly of
NO GIMMICKS·
. ~
humor. You enjoy the camaradrie,
EXTRA INCOME NOWI~
and you'll shine in friendly
ENVELOPE SlUFFING - $600. sa MIf'/ week •
.---, competition and banter. The full

ANSWERS
... O ... HE
~EBRURRY 11
CROSSWOR()
PUZZLE

FlCeDelails: SASElo
Broob Int.1IIIIIonII, Inc.
P.O. Box 680605' 0f1and0, Fl32868

EXCITING JOBS IN ALAKSA
HIRING Men _Women. SummerlYear
Round. Fishing. Canneries.Logging.
Mining. Construction. Oil Compa~iel.
Skilled/Unskilled. Transportation
$600 plus weekly. CALL NOWI

1-208-736-7000, Ext.~

THE QUIGMANS

by Buddy

Hickerson

'

moon Thursday falls in your home
and family sector. lt's easy to
have a falling out with a
house mate, so just smile when
the chance 10 make a sharp
remark comes your way. With
Mercury, your ruler, in your
authority sector and Mars in
Gemini, you are perhaps coming
on a bit stronger than you realize.
Love takes you by surprise this
weekend.
CANCER (June 22-July 22). On
Monday and Tuesday you have
more opportunities to spend
money. If you haven't found a job
to supplement your income,
now's the time to get one. Skip
love on Wednesday; it's easy to
be offended by someonewho
doesn't understand your sensitive
soul. The full moon on Thursday
is strong in your sector of new
acquaintances; perhaps you have
a secrel admirer and the glow of
mystery makes you intriguing to
others. Whatever the source of
your charm, it's working fine.
Pleasant twists of bring you into
contact socially with teachers and
a special Pisces.
LEO (July 23·Aug. 22). The moon
in your sign starts you off right on
Monday. Venus in Aries benefits

your attitude about school, relationyou can be whipped in an
ships with teachers, and ability to
argument or on the playing
organize and express your
field- but you'll thoroughly enjoy
thoughts.-On Tuesday you stand out
the drubbing, and friendships can
in the crowd-a good day to
be seled under these skies.
participate in as many group and
Strong passions may be unclass activities as possible. Study
leashed beneath the full moon
outside the home on Wednesday.
Thursday. Use your powers of
The full moon on Thursday brings
perception to gain insight into
an unexpected expense or a test or
what the shouting is really about.
your organizational abilities; just use
You'll make new friends this
common sense and all will be well.
weekend, perhaps some from
It's a great weekend for parties,
across the sea. A new romance
making new friends. Research pays
should be pursued on Saturday,
off Saturday.
and left to coolon Sunday.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept.22). Get all
Someone who insists they love
your solitary tasks taken care of
you may be right.
early in the week. On Wednesday
PISCES (Feb. 19- March 20).
you'll be interrupted by phone calls.
Enlisting your friends to help with
The full moon on Thursday is your
class assignments may be more
personal release time; get rid of bad
troulbe than iI's worth but give it
habits, old clothes and negative
a try on Tuesday. Group efforst
attitudes that are standing between
are favored; however, you could
you and the accomplishments you
end up buying all the pizza for a
long for. On Friday a shy person
bunch of gossips instead of
who has admired you from alar
fueling the fires of scholarly
finally gets up the nerve to say
inspiration. Make doubly sure
hello. Saturday and Sunday are
you undersland instructions on
very creative days, strong for gatting
Wednesday-il's
easy to read
together with a Iriend or potential
the wrong chapter. Thursday is
romance. All, weekend, laughter is
the time for your Iver or roomthe best ploy.
mate to let you know what they
LIBRA (Sept. 23- Oct.23). The Leo
think of your friends. A sense of
moon on Monday and Tuesday is
humore will come in handy. On
the perfect almosphere for meeting
Friday, you're sharp and debates
a new love. Enjoy the strong help
are in you favor.
form Jupiterr, which has increased
the size of your crowd considerably
since last September. The full moon
1. WcMd you lit. to nit< lor
on Thursday is rather pivotal to
you ... 111
2. WcMd you lit. to ttl your 0'M1
family matters that have concerned
hoo .. ?
you for a very long time. You can I,l 3. Art you .tIl-motlvaltd?
4. Art you. bit of .. tnlIIptntlll1
have a line time this weekend, when
the moon in your sign enlivens your
"you tntWtlld YEI to til 01lh ......
,
you III Iutl lh. pollOll ... •.. looIiIna lOfI
sociallile. Excitement is in the air
"-1' C••,_ lit"
between you and someone with
tIIIItIIItI. you wIl be ,"",",,1bI. tor
pIIdna odvtl1lolno on Wlolln botrdo.
leadership ability and a lot 01
Yoowll .... IItv.lh.qlIMlI\I\l1ytoWlllt<
ambition, perhaps an Aries, Leo or
maoI<oIInoP"'1lntnl
tor /II1II"",to
•on __
fJqJIwo. Ford,
fellow Libra:
.
1kI1v.rtIIy. lItt .. III no ..... lnvolwcl.
M-.y of our lIP' oily wllh lit long alItr
SCORPIO (Oct.24-Nov. 21). You'll
01td.-1Ion. Formo .. lnlormatlon, coil or
take a stand this week. perhaps as
wdto lit allh.lollowfna odd ... "
spolesman for your group. or as
inspiration for others who've been
wanting to ask the same questions.
Your reputation could suffer on
Wednedsay, however. if you buck
authority and don't have popular
sentimenl on your side. The full
moon on Thursday involves Iriends,
and perhaps unexpected arrivals
and please you. especially if they
are inconsiderate of your needs.
During the weekend, you might feel
like being alone-just say so; you'll
be surprised at the understanding of
others.
MaI1ret credft
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21).
Aexible hOllIS.
Take part in all debates and
Only
10
positions available.
competitions Monday through
Wednesday, and keep in mind that
Tuesday is exceptionally lucky for
you. Your confidence is high during
Thursday's full moon, which is in
your leadership sector.Except for a
FAST FUNDRAISING
certain testiness in one-to-one
dealings, the day should be fine for
PROGRAM
organizing and assigning tasks for
group parties are the most likely
meeling ground for new romance.
IN
JUST
On Saturday, a wily Gemini might
ONE
try to talk you into spending more
WEEK.
money than is good-<lon't fall for it.
Earn up to $1000 in one week
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22;.Jan. 19).
for your campus organization,
Monday through Wednesday, stick
to the books, do some in-depth
Plus a chance at
research, or have a heart-to-heart
$SC)OO more!
with someone whose troubles you
This program works!
care about. The full moon on
No Investment needed.
Thursday will make you restless; the
1-800-932-0528 Ext. 50
grass may look greener elsewhere,
but, at the same time, you feel smart.-,;.....,
--,

HELP WANTED

~..""'tt.

til'"

..

WE NEED

SElf-MDnVATED
.sroDENI'S.

EARN UP TO S10/HR.

canis on campus.

Gan Now
1.... 950-8472 Ext. 20

st•.·.·.

can

Cruise Ship Jobs

and strong, r&?dy to take on the'
world. The weekend is a good time HIRING Men. Women. Summerl
for organized events, rather than
Year Round. PHOTOGRAPHERS.
casual gatherings, allhough .
OURGUIDES.RECREATION
PERSONNEL.
spontaneity will be a key ingredient. ExcellentpayplusFREEtravel.caribbean,
Hawaii,Bahamas.SouthPacifiC,Mexico.
With Venus in your home sector,
CALL NOWI Call refundable.
you're at your best when hosting, so 1-206-736-7000. Ext.600N1
have some friends over.
AQUARIUS (Jan.20-Feb. 18).
Between Monday and Wednesday

�
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BSUinstructor writes
screenplay
By ChereenMyers

·The University News
BSU is a "reality check" for
creative writing professor Kent
Anderson.
Anderson is the author of the
novel Sympathy for the Devil and
is now working on a screenplay
for John Milius, director of Flight

elilist than be drafted, he entered
the Special Forces in 1968 and
served for one year, but had a
lifetime of experiences.
"I was the only college student
in my outfit; The other one
slashed his wrists,"said Anderson.
The veteran wasn't pro-war
when drafted, but admits that he
"liked the war" and realized that

BSU students build confidence in non-traditional support gro~p
By Amy Stahl

Special to the University News

Asamotheroffour,ShirleyCarter
~ ..- knows that kids have a knack for
oversimplifying the grown-up world
around them. But even Carter has
to laugh about a recent conversation between her daughter and a
playmate. Carter,astudentinBSU's
water/wastewater technology program,said her daughter told a friend,
"My mom works in the sewer."
While she can chuckle about this
well-intentioned
but misguided
view of her career .Carter faces some
serious issues as a single parent
trying to build a career in a maledominated field. It can be lonely,
but Carter has found others who
share some of her struggles in a
Non-Traditional Student Support
Group.
«. Started in August, the group led
by counselor Nancy Kobe meets
twice a month in a comfortable and
homey duplex behind the new
College of Technology Building off
University Drive. Like Carter, the
other women are students in electronics service technology, manufacturing technology and other occupations traditionally dominated
by men.
As members of the group, Kobe
believes the women have developed some good friendships and
techniques that can help them cope
with the conflicts they may deal
with in their careers and at home.
"I think they're supporting each
( ..... other," she said. "When they're in
turmoil within themselves, when
they can share that and understand
it's a common feeling, then they
can talk about it"
Among the topics discussed in
class are assertive language. selfesteem, personal barriers,listening

and other skills. Some of the students also receive help eaming their
GEDs and academic assistance in
math, science and other topics.
The support group is funded
through the State Division ofVocational Education's vocational equity
and is operated through BSU's
Southwest Center for New Directions, a service for single parents
and displaced homemakers. Grant
money allocated to each participant
allows the women to pay their university fees and also can cover costs
for books, child care andiransportation.
While financial aid is essential for
many, the moral support found in
Kobe's group also is important to
students who juggle school, home
responsibilities and other issues.
The support group has been an
invaluable resource for Dana Hutto,
a soft-spoken mother of one who is
enrolled in the water/wastewater
teehnologyprogram. While friends
and family have backed Hutto in
her decision to attend school, she
said that she has benefitted from the
shared experiences of other support-group members. Named treasurer of her water/wastewater technology class, Hutto said she has
learned to make better eye contact
and be more assertive when communicating with her classmates.
Julie Drake, a more outgoing
member of the group, said that she
has become more aware of the importance of building strong relationships and realized that she can
consciously choose when it is most
appropriate to be assertive.
A one-time line worker at HewlettPackard, Drake said she enrolled in
electronics technology because she
enjoyed troubleshooting problems
with parts at her H·P job. She said
she wanted to work in a challenging
field and wasn't put off by the per-

ceived landmines that confront
women in male-dominatedprofessions.
"I've always been really lackadaisical about getting jobs that 1didn't
have to use my mind," she said.
Further, "men's jobs pay better
than women's jobs," Drake said.
"You want to be able to be selfsufficient and have a choice about
where you work and who you work
for."
While the women in the support
group are growing closer, so too are
all the students in the programs they
attend.
"We're more like a family, we're
all getting to know each other,"
Carter said, describing the easy camaraderie among the two women
and nine men in the water/wastewater technology program.
Carter admits although she wants
her grades to be twice as high as
those.of the men in her class, she
said there is a lot of give and take
between the students. She also gives
high marks to her instructors who
have let the female students "know
that we're every bit as welcome as
the men are."
The only real sour note, Carter
said,isonemalestudent"whowon't
have anything to do with us." But
she and Hutto have learned to accept his animosity and go on, with
the full approval of their support
group leader.
"They feel really comfortable with
the majority of the males in their
class and really accepted," Kobe
said. "The competition is there for
grades, but that competition is there
regardless of gender."
The confidence and self-esteem
that the women are building in the
support group are attributes that
translates well for anyone in any
profession, not just women in nontraditional occupations, she said.

Photo by Brian Becker

Ander$lC!n,B~U instr ctprr'working on screenplay for
ohn MI IUS, director 0 Fb nt 0 the Intruder.
· of the Intruder.
The screenplay is Anderson's
first and is a "western disguised
as a biker movie." Milius is interested in Willem Dafoe, Tommy
Lee Jones or Tom Barringer for
the lead role and is hoping to start
shooting the film this summer.
· Sympathy for the Devil is "sort
of autobiographical" according to
Anderson and is loosely based on
his experiences in Vietnam where
he was a Green Beret in the U.S.
Special Forces.
"The war changed my life," said
Anderson, who often wonders
what he would be doing now if he
hadn't been drafted at the age of
23 as a college junior from
Greensboro, N;C.
Deciding that he would rather
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he could die while serving his
country.
"Sometimes it's better to die,"
said Anderson. "I had a deal
with a friend that if my legs got
shotoff in combat he would shoot
me."
Coming home, Anderson experienced "some hostility but
nobody spit on me." Herecalled
a civilian flight where he found
people to be "unfriendly and
frightened toward me."
Anderson, a former professor
at UCLA, set aside a second novel
to write the screenplay, but plans
to continue the project soon. The
novel is a sequel to Sympathy for
the Devil and will look. at life
after the main character comes
home from Vietnam.

